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FOREWORD

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Camaraderie abounded during the artists’ reception at Vose Galleries
on the Friday before our first Mentors and Protégés exhibition last
November. Thirty-four of the forty-two artists taking part traveled to
Boston for the opening, some from as far away as Florida and Texas. The
gathering blossomed into a celebration of the crucial relationships that
nourish not only mastery of craft but also the development of an
individual artistic vision. As John D. O’Hern so aptly states in this
catalogue’s essay:
“In the enlightened teacher/pupil relationship the roles can be reciprocal
so that each teaches and grows. Mature artist relationships are often occasions of mutual mentoring and learning, sources of affirmation and
moral support.”

Realism Now Part II turned out to be a bigger, and in some ways
a more complex project than Part I, as we sought artists from farther
afield and borrowed paintings from more sources than before. I would
like to thank John O’Hern first and foremost, for his introduction to
the catalogue. His sensitive insight, and lively curiosity are a model
for us all. I am also grateful to each of the artists for their enthusiasm
and thoughtful contributions.

In this second exhibition, we present another 50 artists with a lot to
say on the subject. Some of the artists’ statements are the most eloquent
and passionate we have ever read. We look forward to your reactions.
Marcia L. Vose
Director, Vose Contemporary
Youngest participating artist
Geronna Lewis with Professor
Lisa Learner of Cabrini
College, Radnor, PA:
Mentor/protégé bordering on
mater/filia.

Photo by Alexa Mase

Professors Richard Raiselis of
Boston University and Douglas
Martenson of the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts and
the University of Pennsylvania:
New acquaintances trade
teaching stories with nary a
word of the Red Sox or Phillies.

Many individuals helped us borrow important paintings. We
are grateful to Mary Jean Blasdale and the New Bedford Whaling
Museum for lending Ken Davies’ work. We also thank Dr. and
Mrs. Chalmers E. Cornelius III, the Kamihira family, Rachel Klein,
Charlotte Cecil Raymond, Mr. William Scott, Mary Sipp-Green, and
Susan Stary-Sheets. We are likewise indebted to our colleagues in the
field for their help in securing paintings for the exhibition: Marie
Evans and Phillip Alexandre of Alexandre Gallery, Denise Bibro of
Bibro Fine Arts, Jeffrey and Betsey Cooley and Andrew Maynard of
Cooley Gallery, Forum Gallery, Gayle Maxon-Edgerton of Gerald
Peters Gallery, George Billis Gallery, Shelley Farmer of Hirschl &
Adler Modern, Barbara Krakow and Andrew Witkin of Barbara
Krakow Gallery, Phillip Bruno of Marlborough Gallery, and
Woodward Gallery. I would like to thank Dorothy Koval for seeking
out, and finding, perfect quotations by Polly Thayer Starr.
The dedicated and hard-working staff of Vose handled all of the
details of this enormous project with their usual grace and aplomb.
Special thanks to Courtney Kopplin and Carey Vose, co-assistant
directors of Vose Contemporary, who organized and participated in
all stages of the exhibition project. Special thanks, too, to Claudia
Arnoff and Siobhan Wheeler for their contributions to the catalogue,
and to Lynnette Bazzinotti, Carol Chapuis, Rebecca Fitle, Julie
Simpkins and Beth Vose. Finally, I would like to thank Bill Vose,
Terry Vose and Marcia Vose for their sage advice, encouragement,
and enthusiasm all along the way.
Nancy Allyn Jarzombek

Photo by Alexa Mase
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TRUST
John D. O’Hern
Bronson Alcott was one of New England’s great educational experimenters. His
“Orphic Sayings” published in 1840 in The Dial, were often misunderstood and,
more often, overlooked. Yet, the truth of his insights echoes those of thinkers
through the centuries. In “The Teacher” he wrote:
The true teacher defends his pupils against his own personal influence. He inspires
self-trust. He guides their eyes from himself to the spirit that quickens him. He will
have no disciple.
Over two thousand years earlier, Gautama Buddha wrote:
Rely not on the teacher, but on the teaching.
Rely not on the words of the teaching, but on the spirit of the words.
Rely not on theory but on experience.

Often those who apprentice themselves to a teacher fail to attain the
greatness of the teacher. Some are consumed by the teacher like a
moth in a flame. Some, with less talent and less ability to develop
skills, are overwhelmed and held back. Some may choose a teacher
who isn’t able to guide his pupils to the steps that begin the path.

the field of contemporary realism have kept it going during periods of
meager public interest and dismissive critical review. The traditional
gallery/museum network is only slowly being built for these artists.
What we rely on to bring these artists the attention they need is a
complex network of association.

The intimate relationship of teacher and pupil is an awesome
responsibility for both. The teacher/pupil, mentor/protégé relationships that are the most successful produce the art that can be seen in
these exhibitions: vital, forward thinking, and aware of the past. In the
failed relationship the protégé goes on to produce “master pieces,”
that is, pieces after the master, slipping ever farther away from the
source of inspiration through mindless imitation.

In ten years of assembling exhibitions of contemporary realism I have
relied on associations as much as dogged searching through the dross
on the Internet. The still small number of galleries devoted to
contemporary realism are a source but, of necessity, limit their stable
to what they know to be marketable. The market may be perceived as
the taste of a general art-buying public, or a carefully groomed coterie
of clients. The public, in general, is fickle, however, and clients are
sometimes so carefully cultivated that they will only buy what they
have been trained to buy. They don’t have the courage to make
choices beyond those presented by their favored galleries.

In the enlightened teacher/pupil relationship the roles can be reciprocal
so that each teaches and grows. Mature artist relationships are often
occasions of mutual mentoring and learning, sources of affirmation
and moral support.
Marcia Vose, in her Acknowledgements for the catalogue of the first
Mentor-Protégé exhibition, broadens the concept of mentorship to
include association. The complex associations of artists and friends in

For many years a few galleries of traditional art kept the flame alive.
As the ephemeral “isms” of the 20th century began to run their
course, the riches of representational art began to reemerge.
Traditional realists were joined by artists who had been trained in
abstract expressionism and other schools and who brought with them
7

their insights into composition, content, and surface. More representational galleries opened and museums timidly began to exhibit and
purchase contemporary work. Some art schools have returned to the
traditional curriculum of teaching the student to draw from classical
casts and then the figure: the basics from which centuries of art have
progressed.
Artists, galleries and museums relied upon “associations” to make it
happen. Twelve years ago I began haunting the nearby Cornell
University Library searching through contemporary art magazines for
examples of solid contemporary realism. Now, with a more liberal
travel budget and access to the Internet, the search is easier. Yet,
associations work best.
Many years ago Paul Cadmus was a mentor to me both in my role as
a museum professional and as a young man trying to make it in the
world. A few years ago I met Michael Bergt when I included his work
in an exhibition. Michael had an artistic mentor and friend in Paul
and was still grieving Paul’s recent death. We exchanged reminiscences
and began to form our own friendship. Later, visiting with Michael
and his family in Santa Fe, I met Carol Mothner. I have spent many
Sunday afternoons curled up with a book in the corner of his studio
while Michael and Carol work in their weekly get-together. Through
Carol I met her husband Daniel Morper. Both are avid birders and
two years ago I stood with them, Michael, and their friends at dawn
on New Year’s Day to watch a flock of 20,000 snow geese take off
from a pond in the Bosque del Apache near Albuquerque.
This and other associations enrich more than the creative experience.
The experience of laboring alone in the studio creating work that you
see as your best and that, subsequently, doesn’t sell, is unsettling.
Fellow artists understand. Often what begins as a sharing of technique
and artistic insights grows into a deep comradeship that permeates all
aspects of one’s life. Shared tastes in food, music, books, and shared
insights into the subtleties of existence all increase the richness.
The free-flowing association, just as the formal mentor/protégé
relationship, is fraught with peril. Openness leads to vulnerability and
vulnerability, necessarily, leads to trust. The awakened mentor
encourages the gifted protégé to have “self-trust” as Alcott wrote. The
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teacher, he continued, guides the pupil to the source, clearing
obstacles in the path and, dispassionately, lets her go.
Trust is the sine qua non of all associations in the arts. Artist, gallery,
museum, and collector are all vulnerable to abuse through manipulation, misrepresentation, and exploitation.
I have found that just as there are eternal truths and archetypal themes
available to all who create and to all who see, there is a sense of
commonality among those who are aware of them.
An artist whose work has been shown in a museum setting gains a
certain status. Curators, while maintaining their objectivity, realize
the benefit they can give an artist, a gallery representing an artist, and
a collector investing in the work of an artist. In my career I have
become friends with many artists and other art professionals and
collectors. We all know how important we are to one another both in
our professional and personal lives. Sometimes it is difficult to separate
the two, but separate we must. The collaboration, cooperation —
association — we take part in, especially at the museum level, is a
public trust. Personal and professional trust guard the public trust.
Alcott encouraged the practice of solitude:
Solitude is Wisdom’s school. Attend then the lessons of your
own soul; become a pupil of the wise God within you, for
by his tuitions alone shall you grow into the knowledge and
stature of the deities.
With self-trust, the artist withdraws to the solitude of the studio. Here
she nourishes the seeds of insights and associations.
In this exhibition we come face to face with each artist’s encounter
with his own soul. Each, in his own way has grappled with eternal
truths and mundane realities.
Each of us brings our experience of eternal truths and mundane
realities to the viewing process. We overflow with opinions and biases.
They are there no matter how objective we profess to be. Critics and
writers may claim to be dispassionate, but we are not. We approach
art with as much passion as the mentor and the protégé. In that supercharged atmosphere we hope to connect with, what Alcott calls, the
“spirit that quickens.”
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Welcome to Part Two of Vose Contemporary’s exhibition Realism Now: Traditions and
Departures, Mentors and Protégés. This show features the work of fifty contemporary
American artists. The idea for the exhibition emerged four years ago, when the decision
was made at Vose Galleries to enter the contemporary market. In searching for wellcrafted, innovative realist work, we decided to organize a show around the concept of
mentoring. We invited artists from across the country to participate by exhibiting their
work alongside the work of a mentor or a protégé who is significant to them. The
response was so enthusiastic that the show quickly expanded into two.
The mentor-protégé relationship amongst artists is as multi-faceted as human
beings are complex. It may include the teaching of specific skills and the passing on of
worldly knowledge, or it might consist simply of a kind of inspiration that leads a
person to paint in a way that is true to them. In some cases mentoring results in strong
associations and friendships between artists that offer encouragement and support
as a painter becomes established. In other cases the relationship is more distant, the
production of art inspired by seeing another’s work, but not based upon personal
interaction.
Artists named as protégés and mentors sometimes surprise us, reminding us, the
viewers, that relationships run in deep and unpredictable ways. Will Barnet and Vincent
Desiderio, for example, pursue their own highly individualist styles of painting, but come
together in their appreciation for the history of art. Ben Kamihira’s smooth polished
work at first glance has little in common with Edgar Jerins’; however both approach
figural work with like-minded intensity, fully appreciating the possibilities for tension
and psychological drama. And the mentor/protégé relationship sometimes makes
profound reversals, as in the case of Morton Kaish and Luise Kaish, each of whom
mentored the other at different points in their careers. Several artists rejected the
mentor/protégé label altogether, and proffered colleagues — peers with whom they paint
on a regular basis — as their significant others. The show demonstrates much about
creative process; we hope that it will present an exciting opportunity to survey a broad
range of artists, some familiar and some new, linked by friendship and association, and,
somewhere within, a common appreciation for style, content and ideas.
Nancy Allyn Jarzombek

Courtesy of Alexandre Gallery, New York.

WILL BARNET

The Closed Window, 2001
Oil on canvas
26 x 28 inches
Signed lower right

I have always searched for clarity, harmony and

structure over violence, chaos and accidents.

My paintings and prints of the early years reflect
the effect of social conditions on people. During the
late thirties and forties I explored the image of mother
and child, and the growth of a family — themes which
I have returned to throughout my career. The fifties was
devoted almost entirely to the formal abstract aspects of
painting and preoccupation with the two-dimensional
reality of the surface and the play of form and color, the
major objects being human shapes and forms.
In the early sixties the figure became explicit and
the abstract concepts were integrated into new and vital
forms. I was concerned with the mood and the purity
of the figure and its plastic structure.
In the seventies, my Women of the Sea series reflected
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Three Chairs #2, 1995
Oil on canvas
32 x 45 inches
Signed lower right

the eternal woman and her relationship to nature. It
began one evening as I saw my wife standing alone on a
porch in our summer home in Maine. It was dusk and
her figure was silhouetted against the sea. It was a
moment to remember. I made a sketch of the scene and
began a series of paintings of women and the sea that
have continued to this day.
Family and environment has always exerted a
strong influence on me. When my daughter had a son,
new motifs appeared almost immediately in my work.
When change occurs, the resulting personal vision is
logically formed from past experience.
I feel there is a consistency between all these
decades despite different themes, settings and plastic
expressions. My work evolves in relationship to my own
growth as each day of life offers new experiences. Art
can transform nature and everyday events become
symbols of a timeless world.

“

My work evolves in relationship
to my own growth as each day
of life offers new experiences.

”

vin cent desiderio
Courtesy of Marlborough Gallery, New York.

W

hat is perhaps most remarkable about an exchange
between painter and painting/paint and viewer, is the economy
of its interaction, the swiftness with which so much can be
experienced at such a high level of complexity. The painter’s
key strength is his ability to respond to the swift suggestions of
his brush. This strength embodies the whole character of studio
thought: the fluid, audacious and unencumbered capacity to
circumvent categorical trappings and follow the directives of
insight and inspiration.

Contemplative Distance, 2002, oil on wood, 11 x 25 inches

george wingate

A

r t which makes a difference and ar tists who make a
difference. A people who make a difference? A culture? Will
Barnet: ar tist, teacher, mentor, friend, family man. Active since
the 1930’s (he exhibited with a young Ben Shahn). Strong and
active still. Affecting our culture and our cultural institutions. I’d
like to say I’m one of his people. I cer tainly have been the
recipient of his understanding, suppor t and encouragement
since the 1970’s. May I pass on that passion and vigor to our
young, our future.

Shared Bread, oil on board, 5 x 41/2 inches

Tea Cups, oil on board, 61/4 x 51/2 inches
signed lower right

Tea Kettle, oil on board, 51/2 x 61/4 inches
signed lower right
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BESSIE BORIS
I truly believe that art, no matter what its format or
mode, non-objective, expressionist, or surrealist, always has
its roots in nature: what is seen, reacted to, absorbed and
sometimes re-chewed. It is simply a choice of working
directly, or from memory, or from a theory, but it must
always have some relationship to what we see if it is not to
become static or stale.
It takes time to process experience and it takes time to
unite this experience with the color and light which makes it
digestible and valid.*

“

I truly believe that art, no matter what
its format or mode, non-objective,
expressionist, or surrealist, always has its
roots in nature

”

* From unpublished notes taken by Mary Sipp-Green.
Noon Shadows II, 1984, oil and mixed media on paper, 183/4 x 291/2 inches, signed lower right

Mar y Sip p -Green
E

ach painting begins with preliminary sketches and color
notes recorded on site, but the work itself takes shape in my studio
after a meditative interval that allows memory and emotion to
guide me. When I first approach the canvas, I already have a sense
of color scheme and overall composition. I use many layers of
paint, allowing each to dry before the next is applied. In this way
the colors come to resonate with one another and produce an
overall depth of hue even as each remains visible on its own
separate plane. This deliberate technique is only one part of the
process, however, a sort of skeleton key to the final product. The
operations of chance and accident frequently come to govern the
direction of the painting. Along the way, the surface of the paint is
often refigured in unpredictable ways before the essence of a
place, its mood and atmosphere, finally emerges onto the canvas.
After painting for many years, I had reached a high level of
skill when I met Bessie Boris. Bessie was determined to avoid the
kind of relationship in which the protégé replicates the style of the
mentor. She urged me to find my own voice, and with her guidance
I was able to explore the possibilities of personal expression and
artistic freedom. The forthright way she navigated through her life
came to inform my own artistic and personal choices.
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Berkshire Sunset, 2002, oil on linen, 40 x 54 inches, signed lower right

H A RV E Y B R E V E R M A N
The figure and an obsessive exploration of the mysteries
of the human condition have been central to my art. They
serve as compelling vehicles to convey associations and
private mythologies. I am especially interested in the
juxtapositions of figures in their settings – the appearance
of relative harmony yet with ambiguity suggested by a
surround of fragments sometimes connected and sometimes
not – as I seek to portray the extraordinary within the
ordinary.
One does the best one can to guide and encourage
young incipient artists to learn requisite skills and develop a
serious commitment to begin to find the ‘particularized
self.’ Thomas Insalaco’s artistic vision is one of high
ambition and integrity. He found a challenging direction
early on and never wavered in that profound commitment.

“

I seek to portray the extraordinary
within the ordinary

Interior, The Green Book of Aragon I, 1984, oil on linen, 54 x 72 inches, signed lower right

M

”

Th omas Insalaco

y paintings and drawings are about the people, issues,
and objects that I care about, because they concern me and
occupy my thoughts. Painting is a process of discovery, an active
ongoing investigation of possibilities, during which images
evolve and take on a life of their own. My paintings are also
about paint: the act of painting and the history of painting.
My favorite quotation about ar t is from Vincent Van Gogh,
who said, “A painter is a person who paints.” It sounds very
simple, but it is not, par ticularly during our period in history.
Harvey Breverman epitomizes that saying. He is the hardest
working ar tist I have ever known. He is also a great teacher.
During the 1960s, I was trying to paint the figure because I
knew it was the only way for me. It was at the end of Abstract
Expressionism and almost nobody wanted to discuss the figure.
I showed Harvey one of my paintings and he said, “If you can
paint that, you can paint anything.” That one sentence has
guided my ar tistic life ever since. Equally impor tant, Harvey has
remained my mentor and become a close friend. He is a
primary force in my growth as a painter.

Stranger in a Strange Land
(Self-Portrait), 2001
Oil on linen
15 x 15 inches
Signed middle right

“

Painting is a process of discovery, an active ongoing
investigation of possibilities, during which images
evolve and take on a life of their own.

”
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CHARLES CECIL

A

fter training with R. H. Ives Gammell and his pupil
Richard Lack in the early 70’s, I traveled to Europe to study
the masters in depth – particularly Titian, Velazquez and Van
Dyck. The atelier training I received in the sight-size technique has proved crucial to my understanding of their ability
to conceive and convey the life-size image, to paint from
nature and design from the imagination.
In 1980 I settled in Florence and then founded an atelier
in the historic studio where I continue to work and teach.
Painting from life is at once a discipline and a liberation,
enabling the artist to express his personal sensibility while
remaining faithful to the visual truth of nature. What I
admire in the masters and seek to impart to my students and
through my work is that profound synthesis of nature, idea
and art.

Sant’Agata dei Goti, 1997, oil on canvas, 153/4 x 311/2 inches, signed lower right

Matth ew Collin s
T

he purpose of ar t is to explore our inner existence and
make it visible. Engaging the physical world and extracting meaning
have been the painter’s concern for millennia. In the 17th century,
the perception and technical capacity of artists reached an unsurpassed level of sophistication.
Following the example of the masters, however, is not enough.
The student must develop under the guidance of a painter in
command of his craft. My apprenticeship with Charles Cecil has
evolved into a dialogue through which I continue to grow.
My hope is to address the fundamentals of the art of painting:
truth and beauty seen through eyes educated to the nuances of nature.

“

My hope is to address the fundamentals
of the art of painting: truth and beauty
seen through eyes educated to the
nuances of nature.

14

”

Elisa
Oil on canvas
191/2 x 153/4 inches
Signed lower right

CHUCK CLOSE

I

don’t think it is necessarily remembered how outrageous my paintings seemed to people at the time in the
sixties. They really did seem to get under the skin of a lot of
people. They got under the skin of the so-called eyeball
Realists who had made a kind of moral decision about the
necessity of working straight from life. It’s hard to believe
but people thought I was the anti-Christ for working from
photographs. But the thing that I think became very clear
was that my work could be very easily misunderstood. . . .
For me, the two godfathers of my life as an artist really,
from an earlier generation, were de Kooning, from whom I
learned more about making painting than any other artist,
and Ad Reinhardt. Ad did not influence the way I painted,
but he influenced the way I thought. Nothing changed my
mind more about how to make art than Reinhardt’s writings.
He made the choice not to do something a positive decision
and showed how what seems to be negation ends up flipping
around and opening doors and making all things possible.*
Self Portrait, 1999
Relief print with embossment
Printed on custom gray
25 x 20 inches
Signed, inscribed PPII & dated

*From artist interview with Robert Starr in Chuck Close (New York: The
Museum of Modern Art, 1998): 90, 91.

Nancy Lawton
photo credit: Michael Bach

M

y drawings are representations of one moment in the life
of the subject, while they are also representations of the untold
number of moments required by the process of drawing with
graphite or silverpoint. It is my hope that the viewer can choose to
look at my work as the representational translation of a person or
plant, or as the evidence of the decisions made at the drawing
table over the weeks or years involved in bringing a drawing to
completion.
I cannot point to one mentor; I have found my influences in
many places. Today I display on my studio walls the works of
masters long dead or long celebrated. Chuck Close has been a
source of inspiration since I first became familiar with his work in
the 1970s. I have met him only once, and so do not claim him as a
mentor in the traditional sense of the word; his influence has been
from a distance. My admiration for his work has not altered my
own style or methods, but it has, instead, given me a better
understanding of my own work. He has set the standard with his
ability to create images that, as Terrie Sultan says in Chuck Close
Prints, “mark an intersection between representation and abstraction that is simultaneously of the moment and timeless.”

Forrest Looking Up, graphite and gouache, 133/4 x 16 inches, signed lower right
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JACOB COLLINS
S ince I was a child I have loved drawing and painting.
Even though it seemed like the art of the past was lost, and
that we could not look back, I had the feeling that that art
was reaching out to me; that it wasn’t so far away. To me,
painting in the tradition of the Old Masters seems right,
as though I am participating in an enormous cultural
continuum.
I sort of muddle through and find myself with different
conflicting influences. I’ve had so many teachers, both
wonderful and dreadful, and so many peers and students
from whom I have learned. I feel as though I’m in a flowering
of painting, into which so many people have thrown
themselves.

“

To me, painting in the tradition of
the Old Masters seems right, as though
I am participating in an enormous cultural project.

”

Yaddo Trees, Misty Morning, 2000, oil on canvas, 13 x 16 inches, signed lower right

Joh n Morra
Courtesy of Hirschl & Alder Modern, New York.

Anyone seeking traditional artistic instruction today is faced
with a bewildering myriad of choices, and deciding which teacher
to study with is tricky. On the one hand you’ve got hard-core reactionaries who show no interest in the last hundred years of history,
and on the other you have modernists who salvage only techniques
from the past that they consider essential to their own art. Very
rarely do the two mix, unless you are someone like Jacob Collins.
Studying with Jacob is studying for a liberal arts degree. He
represents the broadest and best aspect of the western humanistic
tradition. He knows what issues divide us, and he has an amazing
ability to bring us together and make us work our hardest to be
our best. At one of his drawing “boot camps” in his Brooklyn
atelier I had the privilege of observing students united not just by
Jacob’s ideas about painting and drawing, but by what can only be
described as the Art Spirit, an enthusiasm that spreads, and continues
to spread, amongst a whole generation of artists touched by
Jacob’s example.

Bottles No. 4, 2003, oil on canvas, 22 x 42 inches, signed lower right
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Courtesy of New Bedford Whaling Museum,
© The New Bedford Whaling Museum.

K E N D AV I E S
The compositions of most of my early painting are quite
different from my more recent ones. My early paintings are
very cluttered and busy. I’ve since become more interested in
simpler arrangements, stronger value patterns, and combining
abstract shapes and designs with very realistic renderings. I
feel that this gives me the best of two worlds. I hope that my
work now has a sound abstract composition and at the same
time entertains the eye, upon closer examination, with its
realistic detail.

“

I hope that my work now has a sound
abstract composition and at the same
time entertains the eye, upon closer
examination, with its realistic detail.

Courtesy of Cooley Gallery, Old Lyme, CT

Museum Collection, 1986, oil on masonite, 19 1/4 x 28 3/4 inches, signed lower left

Michael Theise

”

I do trompe l’oeil because I like to use painting to defy reality.
It is a challenge worth pursuing. If someone tries to touch my
painting, to convince himself that it is real, then I feel I have
succeeded. I try to choose subject matter that is relevant to today,
as others through the history of art have done the same during
their own time.
Ken Davies has shown me through his own work the
importance of a commitment to excellence and hard work, and
how a life dedicated to ar t can enrich one’s appreciation of
everyday objects in everyday life.
I continually try to challenge myself more and more, never
accepting less than the best of what I can do. For me, this striving
for excellence is as fresh a mandate today as it was 20 years ago,
when Ken Davies first introduced it into my thinking.

“

This striving for excellence is as fresh a
mandate today as it was 20 years ago,
when Ken Davies first introduced it into
my thinking.

Take Your Chances, oil on panel, 26 x 30 inches, signed on bill

”
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W I L L I A M R. D AV I S

Squall off Boston Light
Oil on panel
10 x 16 inches
signed lower right

I have always considered myself a self taught
artist. For over fifteen years I worked in a small studio
relying on old art books and auction catalogs to gain
my painting experience. However, painting with Don
Demers and Joe McGurl challenged my whole conception about creating art. On our first plein air painting
trip I applied my usual studio techniques and was only
focused on my proven formula, but on subsequent trips
I began to observe how my painting partners handled
various problems. Slowly I reinvented myself in the
field and became more comfortable and able to share
my own observations. I am now a firm believer that no
artist should work in a vacuum. Not only have I gained
two great friends, but I developed a healthy level of
competition. Don Demers and Joe McGurl have
pushed me far beyond my safe working techniques,
into color, composition and painting subjects that I
would never have considered before. I look forward to
our painting trips together, not only for the foolish
banter and jokes, but for the abilities each of us brings
in handling painting problems and lessons to be learned.
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“

Don Demers and Joe McGurl have pushed me far beyond my
safe working techniques, into color, composition and painting
subjects that I would never have considered before.

”

Donald Demers
T

he majority of my work as a painter deals with the sea. My
attachment to it began in childhood. I can still remember the scent
of salt air and how it excited and comforted me. It was a relief
from the still summer air of the central Massachusetts farmland
where I grew up. A peninsula called Ocean Point in Boothbay
Harbor is where the seas’ influence enveloped me. The passing
sailing vessels, the tidal pools, the bird life, all enchanted me; but
the relentless pounding of the sea, the unwavering breeze and the
massiveness of the whole scene both scared and compelled me
and it continues to do so.
The seas’ repetitive variation and cyclical rhythm have a transcendental effect, much the way a crackling fire can hypnotize.
My internal and external selves merge when I am with the sea; I
experience a feeling of wholeness. The ocean is an all-encompassing
and very public phenomenon, and yet, to me it is the most
introspective, solitary and private place on the earth.

Hideaway, oil on mounted linen, 9 x 12 inches, signed lower right

Joseph M c G url
T

he advantage to teaching is that it requires both student and
teacher to verbalize their thoughts and to be challenged in their
theories. Although I teach a few workshops each year and am
involved with a high school art mentoring program, my primary
focus is to create paintings, and for this reason I don’t cultivate traditional student/teacher relationships per se. However, my friendship
with painters William R. Davis and Don Demers has fortunately
allowed me to fill this void and to experience the important benefits of mentoring and being mentored. In addition to frequently
painting together and learning from each other, we maintain a running dialogue on our artistic philosophies. Because of this exchange,
my own philosophy and work has evolved in ways it surely would
not have, had I been working in solitude.
For me the most important part of painting is the actual
process, not the resulting product. I do not use photography; painting in the field is a vital component of the creative process. The true
subject of my pictures is an exploration of light, form, space and
color interpreted through paint. Being able to experience this with
artists I admire and can learn from increases its value immeasurably.

Island Road, 2004, oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches, signed lower right
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PHILIP HALE
K nowledge of what you’re doing and how to do it –
knowledge of other’s work (not only in your own line) –
knowledge of everything you can acquaint yourself with
– it is what is in your head that makes your picture what
it is; and with what you feel you color it.*

*From Rob Leith, "Philip Leslie Hale: His Life," (unpublished ms., Vose
Artists’ Files): 40.

The Fair Haired Girl (Tresses)
Oil on board
31 x 221/2 inches
Private Collection

C H A R L E S H AW T H O R N E
G ood painting is an excitement, an aesthetic emotion –
reasonable painting destroys emotion. Painters don’t reason,
they do. The moment they reason they are lost – subconscious thought counts.
The only way to learn to paint is by painting. To really
study, you must start out with large tubes of paint and large
palette and not stint in any way as far as materials go. If you
look into the past of the successful painter you will find
square miles of canvas behind him. It is work that counts,
experience in seeing color. Painting is just getting one spot of
color in relation to another spot of color – after you have
covered acres of canvas you will know.
Be always searching, never settle to do something you’ve
done before. Always be looking for the unexpected in nature
– you can have no formulas for anything; search constantly.*

*From Hawthorne on Painting, from Students’ Notes Collected by Mrs.
Charles W. Hawthorne (Dover Publications, Inc., 1960, reprinted from 1938
edition), Introduction, p. 19.
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Blue Girl
Oil on canvas
301/4 x 251/4 inches
Private Collection

Polly Thayer (Starr)
[P

hilip Hale’s method] was – looking back on it – perfectly
extraordinary! First the outline in charcoal; then charcoal fixative;
then color on top of it. And you approached it by doing the edges.
And so you had a completely finished section, say two inches by six
inches, that would never necessarily be changed! You inched around
the picture that way, and you got your edge. You studied where it
blurred, you know, and where it was sharp, and where you lost it.
And you made the edge by putting a stripe of red, and then a
stripe of blue, and then a stripe of yellow. Then you pulled them
together. And you did this over and over again, and you did it day
after day, until you got your edge just right!
Well, that didn’t make for much color! ...As time passed, doing
things that way, it got a lovely professional look to it – the Boston
School has it – but you also lost quite a lot of vitality and color in
the process. Color as pure color....

[ s \

Portrait of Woman in Pink, oil on board, 25 x 20 inches

Portrait of Sailor
Oil on board
16 x 12 inches

[W

hen I painted with Charles Hawthorne] I’m quite sure that
I must have – how conscious it was at the time I don’t remember
– already been attempting to have some cracks in the straightjacket, valuable and comfortable as it was if you didn’t struggle. I
was beginning already to want to offset any too-strict rules to go
by. I think my pleasure in the matiPre, or what Hyatt Mayer used to
call “the cuisine,” came probably early with Hawthorne, because
you laid on paint so nice and thick instead of in thin layers, as I
found myself doing in the Museum School method. It was slashed
on, and he got you out of any finicky linear attempts. Also keyed up
the palette a lot. Charles Hawthorne said, “Let color make form, do
not make form and color it.”
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M O RT O N K A I S H
It was Luise’s work as a sculptor that taught me the true
meaning of drawing, thereby literally enabling so much of
my own work. The concept, so central to a sculptor’s vision,
that every form in nature consists of a multiplicity of
silhouettes, each with its own mission and character, has
served to inform all of my painting. When circumstances
had her shift back to painting, I was able to repay the
generosity she offered me in the past. My years of
experimentation with aspects of oils, polymer emulsions,
surfaces, colors, supports, grounds and mediums were
offered – and accepted – and put to remarkable use.
The other day I ran across a copy of a 1960s University
of Illinois Biennial Exhibition catalogue in which the artists
had been asked to set forth the philosophical premises
guiding their work. Mine read, “To say that one believes in
the validity of truth and beauty, wisdom and discipline in
art, is no longer the simple affair that it has been for a few
millennia. However, I do, and warily so say.” It’s surprisingly
close to what I’d say today, though I’d probably strike
“warily” and pencil in “fervently.”

The Irish Chair with Wildflowers, oil on linen, 50 x 60 inches, signed lower right

Lu ise Kaish
M

or ton and I met as ar t students at University and we
have been exploring and interacting in adjacent studios in various
par ts of the world ever since. He is one of that rare breed of
great, sympathetic and inspiring teachers. And as I have watched
several generations of young ar tists flower under his guidance,
I’ve taken full advantave of the oppor tunities presented!

“

Fantasy, imagination and formal means
in surprising ways
reality that is mysterious, in a state of
becoming
poetic, full of energy
vividly hued.
These interest me.
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The Butterfly Net
Oil on linen
40 x 30 inches
Signed lower right

Collection of Dr. and Mrs. Chalmers E. Cornelius III

BEN KAMIHIRA
People go to a painter and want an explanation of their
painting, or a statement. After Mozart wrote his symphony,
if people went to him and asked him to explain, what could
he say? “Listen.”
So much – too much – has been said about painting. I
don’t make statements because I can’t take them back. I
might learn something today that I didn’t know yesterday.
It’s harder to say less than it is to say more.
I say only this: don’t try to be a leader of many. All you
have to do is find yourself.*

“ ”

I say only this: don’t try to be a
leader of many. All you have to
do is find yourself.

Untitled, oil on canvas, 46 x 54 inches, signed lower right

*From notes taken by his daughter, Tomi Kamihira, 2004

Edgar Jerins

I

met Ben Kamihira when I was an eighteen-year-old student
at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Ar ts. His charisma
immediately drew me to him, and his work dazzled me. Visiting his
studio was like entering one of his canvases; couches, plants, musical
instruments, and Japanese vases surrounded his easel which held a
slowly emerging image. Ben once said, “I never like to start with a
conception, but have the conception come to me.” The truth of
that is obvious to anyone who has watched him work, layer upon
layer of paint and meaning. Recently I had a great visit with Ben in
which we showed each other our latest work. The fact that he
liked my drawings made a difference to me. Today as I write this,
Ben died five days ago at the age of 78. I will miss him.
I feel that at age 45 my life and work have merged. Leo
Tolstoy wrote, “Art is a human activity consisting in this, that one
man consciously by means of certain external signs, hands on to
others feelings he has lived through, and that others are infected by
these feelings and also experience them.” To me, this defines the artist
that Ben was, and through his example the artist that I try to be.

Wes Teaching Hunter, 2001, charcoal on paper, 60 x 103 inches, signed lower right
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E V E R E T T R AY M O N D K I N S T L E R
F or over five decades I have of necessity devoted most of

my time to painting in my studio. However, one of the most
important aspects of my work has been, and is, painting out
of doors. The importance of working from nature, and the
unique stimulation of interpreting light and color . . .
landscape, the movement of water, and changing quality of
the sky, is always exciting and unpredictable. In addition to
enlarging me as an artist, there is the pure joy and fun of
painting from nature.
During my career I have devoted much of my energy to
teaching. I give instruction to my students, and in return I
receive from them stimulation and insights into my own
work. Among the most talented of my students is Michael
Shane Neal. He displays craftsmanship, imagination and total
dedication.

“

During my career I have devoted much of my
energy to teaching. I give instruction to my
students, and in return I receive from them
stimulation and insights into my own work.
Mich ael Sh an e Neal
I

am driven to interpret the world around me. As a writer
chronicles in words his view of the world, I want to express my
feelings and emotions in paint. To do this, to master the skills of my
craft, I strive and challenge myself every day.
I have been blessed to have had the guidance and instruction
of my great friend and mentor Everett Raymond Kinstler. He is an
artist who is committed to craftsmanship, one who appreciates
those that have gone before, while at the same time, he carves out
his own niche as a singular artist. He has instilled in me that the
artist has the responsibility to interpret – not simply to copy –
nature, and to develop his own point of view; that an artist is the
consummate student, curious, engaged, always digging for a deeper
understanding of his subject with sensitivity and honesty. Ray has
taught me patience, the value of hard work, commitment to doing
my very best, and that there are no shortcuts. He has profoundly
impacted my life and growth as an artist through his encouragement,
passion for life, and integrity.

“

”

He has profoundly impacted my life and
growth as an artist through his encouragement,
passion for life, and integrity.
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Noon, 2003, oil on canvas, 22 x 28 inches, signed lower right

Repose, 2002
Oil on canvas
22 x 16 inches
Signed lower right

MICHAEL LEWIS
F

or me, the impulse to paint comes from a need to explore
boundaries of the physical world in order to experience and
understand the more mysterious emotional, psychological, or
spiritual realms beyond ordinary conscious thought. Landscape
is my starting point.
In 1975 I developed a technique for washing oil paint
onto paper using turpentine. This led to a spontaneous and
improvisational kind of painting that has prompted me to work
in an increasingly intuitive manner. I visit specific locations
many times, return to my studio, and work from memory and
invention. I want to create paintings in which viewers recognize
a real landscape but do not get locked into the specific details of
the “present” moment.
As a teacher I try to be a catalyst for growth and change,
rather than giver of a set body of knowledge. I teach students to
be resourceful and creative, develop a strong work ethic, and to
orient the content of their work toward intelligent personal thematic investigations. I encourage them to develop confidence and
courage to make difficult expressive/aesthetic decisions, but I take
no credit for those decisions. Teaching is a two-way street; teachers
also learn from their students. Charles Yoder and I have stayed in
touch since he was my student nearly forty years ago. We have
helped each other to keep believing and to keep working.

Finding Peace #1, 2001
Turpentine wash on
rag board
13 x 13 inches
Signed lower left

Ch arles Yoder
A

“
Hot Spot (Yard Work Series), 2002
Oil on canvas
60 x 40 inches
Signed lower left

My motive in
painting and
drawing has
always been to
recreate the first
moment of
engagement with
my subject.

”

bout six years ago I found myself standing in the shadows of
a pine forest in deep snow under a sparkling full moon. I had seen
this scene before, but this time I felt an actual physical shock to
what I saw. Up to that point I had been doing very large monochromatic abstracts and here I felt that nature was offering up all I
had been looking for. All previous styles, schools, and “isms” seemed
to fold into one. “Can I paint this?’ was my first conscious thought.
It took three more full moons to finish the first piece, but the new
work started at that moment.
My motive in painting and drawing has always been to recreate the first moment of engagement with my subject. From first
sketch to finished piece, time spent in the studio serves as a meditation on that first glimpse. Ultimately, the finished work is a way of
remembering what I saw, who was with me, and what was happening at that time. I’d like to think that working this way makes me a
better person and, in turn, makes for a better world. I don’t know
if that’s true but it makes me feel better thinking it so.
Mike Lewis was the first real artist I ever met, and his biggest
influence on me was planting the idea that it might be possible to
make a life doing what I liked doing. He drew, painted and sculpted. He was always talking about art, music and philosophy and it
was obvious that he enjoyed his work. What was there not to like
about this lifestyle? He and I became friends and many, many years
later, we still are. Best of all, both of us still spend long hours in the
studio trying to figure out what the hell it’s all about.
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JAMES LINEHAN
I

am an eclectic painter and have always responded to a variety of visual impulses. As a student I was always a shape-shifter...
never staying too long with one style, professor, or particular
influence. My work was always cross-over, that is, part abstract
and part representational. When I first settled in Maine, although
I loved the way things looked around me, I refused to become a
landscape painter because I felt it was too predictable. It took
nearly ten years for me to change my mind. I started painting at a
farm way downeast, near East Machias, and paint now at Roque
Bluffs, Islesford, and Brooksville. It takes me a long time to feel
comfortable with painting a place. I don’t like melodrama – no
sunsets or thunderstorms – just presence. I want to elicit the zen
hum, the beauty and peace of a few quiet places. These paintings
are meditations of a sort.
I’ve been an art professor my entire adult life and I love the
practice of teaching. I’ve always thought the mark of a good
teacher was to have students who did work completely different
from theirs. That said, June Grey’s work bears a strong resemblance to mine, and I admire it a great deal, but I take no real
credit for forming her as a painter. We’ve worked on about a
dozen projects together. She is a marvelous assistant and collaborator. I think we both have grown as painters because of our
working together.

Light Rain
Oil on canvas
40 x 40 inches
Signed lower left

Ju n e Grey
I

paint the land. To paint is to recreate the vision, to feel the
warmth, to sense the breeze, to smell the land and to hear its
breath caught in a wave or ripple of a stream.
I am drawn to the contrast of light and shadow, to the hot
pinks of early morning and amber yellows of late afternoon. I am
drawn to the mist where distance can be measured in the softening layers of lavender gray trees. I am drawn to the light reflected
from a white sky where the shadows are black and the foliage
emerald green. I am drawn to the land.
Wherever I go I see the world as a painting. I sense the colors
I need to mix. I feel the gesture of applying the paint. For as long as
I can remember, I wanted to be an artist. I wanted to paint.

“

To paint is to recreate the vision,
to feel the warmth, to sense the
breeze, to smell the land and to
hear its breath caught in a wave
or ripple of a stream.
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Same Place, Different Time, Mt. Desert Island, Maine, 2003, acrylic on paper, 4 x 7 inches, signed lower right

“
Portrait of Denny Holmes
2002-3
Oil on canvas
35 x 29 inches
Initialed middle right

Big Girl, Little Girl, 1998
Oil on canvas
33 x 36 inches
Signed verso

Surely I have
gained more from
those I have taught
than they have
learned from me.
Projecting into
their unique
concerns and into
their voice and
admiring the risks
they must
encounter has
allowed me visions
of myriads of aesthetic choices.

”

M A RT I N L U B N E R
I am magnetized by the banality of objects that surround
me: chairs, rope, tables, paint brushes, coins, pencils,
eyeglasses, the human figure and its felt presence and its
absence – the thing-ness of things, their gravity, their weight,
and the extension of the space they occupy, their tangibility
and tactile nature…the felicity of paint and the differing
actions of laying down paint, whether thin or encrusted,
whether scraped or blotted, the emotive surprise these
physical actions cause…the disconnect between desire and
conclusion making images arise out of these actions, the
result of rejected discoveries (this may account for the feeling
in my paintings of the bruising of time).
I had the good fortune to work with Stanley Goldstein
many years ago. Greatly gifted and obsessed, Stanley early on
became concerned with the challenge and observation of the
perceptual world. Enamored of light’s drama he cast an
inventive eye upon the natural and the social world.
Watching his painterly world unfold has been a great
privilege for me. Now, at his mid career, his ripening can
only bring the richer rewards of his remarkable gifts.

Stanley Goldstein
I

find the ordinary exotic. I look at a crowd in an illuminated
bus shelter at night and think it’s as stirring and mysterious as
anything imaginable. Painting the familiar world around me allows
me to discover my connection to things, and also to explore their
connections to one another. Light then serves to set the stage and
the tone for these relationships which become like little dramas
unfolding before me as I paint. I love how the world of tangible,
separate things can be bound together in a fabric of light. And
whatever story I have to tell, I am most compelled by how the
subject dissolves into the light and space.
I was 18 – and Marty was younger than I am today – when
we first worked together. Knowing him at that time, and seeing
how he moved in the world, helped shape my identity as an artist.
He had shows, with openings, he lived in two countries (here and
England), he had a wonderful family, he was witty, urbane, well-read,
articulate, opinionated, and passionate about art.
Marty taught me that painting is more than a picture, that it is
a kind of construct. Before this I hadn’t really thought of myself as
an architect of form and color, but more as a copier of nature.
Through him I began to understand painting as a network of
finely-tuned relationships, and that I can manipulate form and color
until something wonderful happens. He showed me my power as
an inventor, and also the different kinds of consciousness involved
in the working process. He showed how sometimes it is best to
trust intuition, while other times I can exert my will. (I think he
favored the former.)
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JANET MCKENZIE
My work as an artist reflects my search for meaning and
relevancy, and when I paint, it’s an affirmation of my own
spiritual path. I feel (as much as a person can ever know
these things) that the use of the female being as my subject
has to do with losing my mother and grandmother at an
early point in my life. Over time others have told me that
they find themselves in my work, which is something I find
both humbling and inspiring.
Labyrinth refers to the journey of life and the search for
paradise, as spoken through the feminine. In this work two
women preside over the labyrinth, the journey through
which ultimately leads to the hidden center, to the matrix
and the beginning. The figures symbolize one’s mystic return
to eternity.
For me, mentoring with other artists is a shared experience, one that grows freely because it is based on the mutual
and passionate love of painting.

Labyrinth, 2003
Oil on canvas
54 x 42 inches
Signed lower right

Byron Geigel
I

respond to light, shadow, water and the motion of grasses
moving with the wind. My paintings of landscape and figures set me
free in a way nothing else does. Brushwork, which is a very
important component of my work, relates to the motion around me;
it is about rhythm and action and expressing the physicality of life.
The painting of Simeon and Boogie is of my son in all his
strength and beauty of being a young man in the world.
One of the greatest gifts an artist can give another artist is
unconditional belief in their work. I have been fortunate to have
this from Janet McKenzie.

“

One of the greatest gifts an artist can
give another artist is unconditional belief
in their work. I have been fortunate to
have this from Janet McKenzie.
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Simeon & Boogie
Oil on canvas
66 x 40 inches
Signed lower right

Courtesy of Hirschl & Adler Modern, New York.

JOHN MOORE
My painting has always involved subject matter,
although initially the subject matter was a springboard to
abstraction. Since the time I was a graduate student,
however, and first absorbed in attempting to describe what I
could see, I have been both interested in visual accuracy as
well as the undeniable significance of the subject.
As a student, I have had a number of inspiring artists as
teachers and mentors who have clarified my thinking and
changed my life. As a painter, I have been able to combine
practice with teaching without compromising either in a way
that I think has been positive and hopefully helpful to the
gifted students I have been privileged to know.

“ ”

I have had a number of inspiring artists as teachers
and mentors who have clarified my thinking and
changed my life.

Courtesy of Bibro Fine Art, New York.

Emerson, 2001, oil on canvas, 36 x 36 inches, signed lower right

Final Rest, 2001, oil on canvas, 20 x 12 inches

I ona Fromboluti

T

he best of mentoring is when the influence is not particularly
evident. What grasps the attention of a developing artist? In my
case some words and images that rang true to my own core. How
that manifests itself after thirty years, is anyone’s guess. To me there
is still a residue.
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Photography by: Wendy McEahern

C A RO L M O T H N E R

Fertility
Watercolor and egg tempera
on paper
5 x 71/2 x 23/4 inches
Signed lower left

L eonardo da Vinci wrote: “It is far better to draw in
company than alone, for many reasons: if you are unskilled,
you will study harder to become skilled; you will emulate
others who are more praised than yourself and you will learn
from the methods of others more able than you.”
I have taken Leonardo’s advice.
Michael Bergt is a brilliant egg tempera painter. In the
past I was always happiest while drawing with graphite.
Michael taught me to use egg tempera which allowed me to
get as much detail in my painting as I had in my drawings.
For eight years now we have painted and laughed together
nearly every Sunday. Michael has helped me to become more
obsessive than I already was.
And I married Daniel Morper, a man whose work makes
me say very often, “Oh, I wish I had painted that.” Men and
women speak different languages in so many areas and
Daniel and I are no exception. But when we are both
looking at a Vermeer or a Van der Weyden we know that a
lot of our feelings are the same. Art bridges that gap for us.
I know with the three of us our lives are richer because
of the art of the others.
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“

Leonardo da Vinci wrote: “It is far better to draw in company
than alone, for many reasons: if you are unskilled, you will
study harder to become skilled; you will emulate others who are
more praised than yourself and you will learn from the methods of others more able than you.”
I have taken Leonardo’s advice.

”

Michael Bergt
A

t five, I said I was going to be an artist, and was drawn to the
works of the Renaissance. The traditions and materials of making
ar t fascinated me. Over time, my tastes broadened to include
modernism and abstraction. However, I couldn't deny my connection
to the clear, simple narratives of the early Renaissance and the
human figure. I found satisfaction in the process of creating a finely
crafted piece of art. Unfortunately, this pursuit put me at odds with
many of my peers, and the art world. While living in Spain, I sent a
fan letter to the artist Paul Cadmus. A friendship/mentorship began
that I can only describe as giving me “permission” to continue with
my work.
Creating art may be a solitary activity, but that doesn't mean it
is created in a vacuum. The people we share time with, and whose
opinions we value, feed the process of realizing our work.
Carol Mothner and I have been meeting nearly every Sunday
for eight years to chat, paint, and draw together. At this point it
would be difficult to say who has affected whom the most. All I say
is I smile when Carol walks into the studio, looks at my easel, and
says, “Are you going to leave it like that?”

Europa, egg tempera on panel, 18 x 24 inches, signed lower right

“

The people we share time with, and
whose opinions we value, feed the
process of realizing our work.

”

Daniel Morp er

I first saw Carol’s paintings at a show in New York – small
exquisite oils filled with flowers and unusual objects. Her skill with
the oil paint and the beauty of her compositions made a deep
impression on me.
I’ve been interested in painting all my life. Finally, in my mid-30s,
I quit my day job in Washington, DC, and moved to New York
to become a painter. Cityscape was my interest. I started with
gouache because of its versatility but more importantly for its
outstanding forgiveness – my paintings were layer upon layer of
mistakes well concealed.
After my first show in New York I felt an urge to deal with
Western landscape and the next time I saw Carol’s work was during
a painting trip out west. Since we have been married she has had
few shows – once every four years or so – but each show is a
revelation, often in a new medium as well as subject matter.
Carol has used most all of the graphic and paint media, and
to have a 24-hour-a-day ‘in house’ expert in all these media is an
unimaginable luxury. The work of the artist is more than just
mastering technique, however; it is first and last about seeing in all
its manifestations. To have a fellow seer able to guide your eye
when you have lost you way is a gift without equal.

Artists at Work, oil on board, 123/4 x 24 inches, signed lower right
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ELLIOT OFFNER
The predominant imagery of my recent work has been
birds, fish, and other beasts, although the figure continues to
be an important subject. Indeed, most of the past year has
been spent on a nine-foot high sculpture of the important
19th-century woman scientist, Maria Mitchell. While the
subject matter of my sculpture can be easily identified, it is
the content that gives it meaning and mystery. Though
sophisticated from born of knowing hands and eyes that
understand structure and the art of other times, my work
seeks to embody such ideas and emotions as incipient
motion, grace, awkwardness, joy, and pathos. My art is no
more or less than the mirror of my most intimate impressions of life and nature.

Crane, 1998, bronze, 231/2 x 371/2 x 211/2 inches, signed on base

Mark Zu nin o
I

approach my image-making with a historically retrospective
concern; the foundation for my work, regardless of medium, is
grounded in the fundamentals of drawing and an understanding of
the elements of design. I work from direct observation, which
allows me to give an impression of atmosphere through the full
investigation of light and its effects on form. I find that working
from life does not confine my imagination, but stimulates me to
explore a sense of geometric abstraction within the composition.
Elliot Offner is a truly gifted teacher and has affected the work
of countless students, especially my own, with his simple rhetoric of
hard work and commitment to direct observation. I can truly say
that his mentorship is an honest reflection of his persona, represented clearly through his dedication to his work and grace of character.

“

I can truly say that his mentorship is
an honest reflection of his persona,
represented clearly through his
dedication to his work and grace of
character.
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Still Life with Two Green Vases, oil on panel, 13 x 24 inches, signed verso

R A N D A L L S E X TO N
M y concerns as a painter have always been rather
straightforward, that is, to keep myself in the moment while
I work, and always be open to new approaches. Each painting
is a simple sentence in an ongoing story that will take a
lifetime to unfold.
I am honored to be part of this exhibition. It has given
me reason to reflect upon many who have encouraged my
efforts to become a painter. From the early support of my
parents, school teachers, certain college professors, and, more
recently, mentors in the arts, I receive great inspiration and
guidance. “Will the circle be unbroken…” I can only hope
that I contribute to the journeys of other artists in kind.
My recent paintings were inspired during a trip to Cuba.
My intention was to capture the impressions I gathered with
the aid of photography and express them in paint. Ordinarily
I work directly from life, but upon my return from this trip I
have been experimenting with photo reference. The results
have been very exciting, opening doors for new possibilities
in my images.
The Blue Car, 2003
Oil on canvas
30 x 20 inches
Signed lower left

“ ”

Each painting is a simple sentence in
an ongoing story that will take a lifetime to unfold.
Adam Forfang

I

had the opportunity to take several classes with Randall
Sexton at the Academy of Art, San Francisco. I was familiar with his
work, and drawn to his bold brushstroke and use of color.
Watching him paint was very inspirational; I was fascinated by the
way he seemed to translate the still life onto the canvas. Also, his
handling of the space between the objects had a profound effect
on my way of seeing. In one par ticular instance, he put pure
cadmium red next to pure alizarin crimson; witnessing the creation
of that warm-cool tension immediately struck a chord, and I realized the reciprocal power of color.

Persimmons on White, 2003, oil on canvas, 8 x 10 inches, signed upper left
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MILLARD SHEETS
Every time I see one of Timothy J. Clark’s works I am
immediately attracted, not only by his great ability as a
draftsman and designer, but by the personal qualities of
expression and insight he possesses.

Freshly Ploughed California Hills, 1980, watercolor on paper, 22 x 30 inches, signed lower right

Timothy J . Clark
T

he focus of my life has always been art. I was fortunate to
receive training in both traditional and modern concepts. This gave
me the luxury to make choices on the direction of my art.
I believe in both beautiful drawing and strongly-designed
compositions. The free flow of paint contrasted by crisp accents,
and the organization of complex subjects into intriguing passages
for the viewer’s eye are but some of the ways I get consumed in
my work.
This painting shows the woodworking shop of my late
father-in-law, and reflects his love of traditional craft. It is one of an
award-winning series of paintings that focus on craftsmanship and
the magical places where handicraft is made. Painting is a solitary
profession and for me the contentment of the stony silence of the
studio is in contrast to the interpretation and personal responses
of viewers and collectors whose participation is pivotal in completing
the creative process.
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Maine Woodshop
Watercolor on paper
30 x 22 inches
Signed lower left

D O N S T O N E , NA
During my more than forty years of teaching, I’ve
always stressed the importance of the fundamental structure
of painting. In the works of my students, as well as my own,
I’ve always searched for the truth in nature. As Degas once
said, “No man is born alone,” but still you must find your
own school and what you want to say in your paintings.

Wash Day, Monhegan, 2004, oil on canvas, 24 x 30 inches, signed lower right

Th ea N. Nelson
M

y experience with Don Stone on Monhegan Island was
thoroughly euphoric. I felt the intense beauty of Monhegan,
engulfed in Maine’s dancing light, and at the same time was
challenged by Don’s critiques, fresh, peppered with his irrepressible
humor, and filled with solid painting principles. Don enlightened
me with the basic ideology necessary to advance my painting
skill. I followed him to France and Italy for classes where we were
immersed in a ‘heaven on earth’ painting experience.
Winslow Homer walked backwards at dusk so as not to miss
a sunset. Frank Benson was said to have owned a jar of paint called
‘sunshine.’ Henri Rochefort commented on Joaquin Sorolla’s work
in 1906: “never has a brush contained so much sunlight.” I methodically
follow in the footsteps of these great masters looking to nature for
insight. I thank them all for the invigorating inspiration their art and
lives have given me.

Three Muses Poolside, 2004
Oil on canvas
20 x 18 inches
Signed lower right
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NEIL WELLIVER
I’m like ice when I paint. My body temperature goes
down to 60 degrees. It’s very un-emotional, but God knows
there is enough action and emotion in the woods to cover all
of the emotions. To have any emotional impact, for me,
would at best be a distraction.
I have an absolutely elephantine memory for what I see.
I even remember pine needles and how they lie. When I’m
painting the big pictures in the studio, my mind is running
wild. To a certain extent you re-live the experience of nature
on a greater scale and, one hopes, better.
I would call [my paintings] presentations of nature
rather than re-presentations. I am presenting something. I
consider myself part of nature. I am not Homo Sapiens,
lying back, looking at nature. I feel totally at home in the
woods, and I have a gut understanding that I’m part of it.*

*From Edgar Allen Beem, “Neil Welliver and the Healing Landscape,” in
Maine View, Twenty Years of Landscape Painting by Neil Welliver (Gainesville,
GA; Brenau University Galleries, 1996): 11, 12.

Melville McLean
I

feel an affinity with par ticular periods of Neil Welliver’s
distinctive and distinguished work, and appreciate the honor of
par ticipating in this exhibition. By coincidence I have chosen the
landscape genre, work on a large scale, love the same art history,
create surface action in the imaginary space and appreciate the
challenge of composing complex space with the purpose of
attracting viewers to come inside it. Like Neil, I am a formally
trained colorist, well acquainted with the intricacies of Josef
Albers’s action and interaction of color. But Mr. Welliver began
his studies directly from Albers when I was three years old, and
ultimately I chose color photography.
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Courtesy Alexandre Gallery, New York.

Bower Reflection / Jam Brook, oil on canvas, 60 x 60 inches, signed lower right

Trees, Roots and Rocks
Fuji Crystal Archive C-Print
50 x 40 inches

BIOGRAPHIES
Will Barnet, N.A.
Will Barnet was born and raised in Beverly, Massachusetts, and attended the
Boston Museum School where he studied life drawing with Philip Hale. From
1930 to 1933 he attended the Art Students League, and in 1936 began a fiftyplus-year career teaching there. During the Depression he was a graphic artist
for the Federal Arts Project of the Works Progress Administration. In 1945 he
began teaching at Cooper Union in New York. He has also taught at the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and has been a visiting professor at Yale
University, Cornell University, and other institutions of higher learning. In
1989 the Massachusetts College of Art awarded him an honorary Doctorate in
Fine Arts.
Mr. Barnet has exhibited widely during his long and distinguished career,
beginning with his first solo exhibition at Hudson D. Walker Gallery in New
York City in 1938. His work has been shown by Alexandre Galleries, Bertha
Schaefer Gallery, Galerie St. Etienne, Hirschl & Adler, Krasner Gallery,
Kennedy Galleries, Terry Dintenfass Gallery, and Tibor de Nagy, all in New
York City. Numerous museums have exhibited his work, including the Currier
Gallery of Art in Manchester, New Hampshire, the Farnsworth Library and Art
Museum in Rockland, Maine, the Butler Institute of American Art in
Youngstown, Ohio, and the Portland Museum of Art in Portland, Maine. His
paintings hang in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Philadelphia Museum of
Art, the Carnegie Institute, the Fogg Museum of Harvard University, the
Guggenheim Museum, and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
Mr. Barnet is the subject of numerous catalogues and books, the foremost one
being Richard Doty, Will Barnet, published by Abrams in 1984. He has been
the subject of important retrospectives including Boston’s Institute of
Contemporary Art show of 1961 and two paintings retrospectives organized by
the Neuberger Museum in Purchase, New York, in 1979 and 1994. In 2001
the Montclair Art Museum organized a major retrospective of his work. The
catalogue for that show, Gail Stavitsky, Will Barnet: A Timeless World, traced
Mr. Barnet’s life-long dialogue with modernism in both his figurative and
abstract compositions. In 2003 the Palmer Museum of Art in State College,
Pennsylvania, mounted the exhibition, Will Barnet: Painting Without Illusion,
the Genesis of Four Works from the 1960s.

Michael Bergt
Michael Bergt describes himself as self-taught, learning to work in egg tempera
and other traditional techniques from books, workshops and experimentation.
In 1997 he founded the Society of Tempera Painters to facilitate the exchange
of information and experiences for like-minded artists. He has taught Egg
Tempera workshops at the Academy of Realist Art in Santa Fe and Seattle, the
Santa Fe Institute of Fine Arts, the Kalamazoo Institute of Art, and the
Evansville Museum of Art and Science in Evansville, Indiana.
Mr. Bergt began exhibiting with a works on paper show at John Pence Gallery
in San Francisco in 1982. Since then he has been represented in many important shows including the First Biennal d’Art FC Barcelona (1985) in Spain, The
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Regilded Age at the Newart Museum (1991), The Order of Things: Contemporary
American and European Still Life (1996) at the Evansville Museum of Arts and
Science, Re-presenting Representation III, V, VI (1997, 2001, 2003) at the Arnot
Art Museum in Elmira, New York, Magic Realism: An American Response to
Surrealism (1999) at the Southern Alleghenies Museum of Art in Pennsylvania,
Society of Guilders: Masterworks 2000 (2000) at the Gibbes Museum of Art in
Charleston, South Carolina, and What’s Love Got To Do With It? (2004), at the
Tucson Museum of Art in Tucson, Arizona. He has had solo exhibitions at
John Pence Gallery, the Sangre de Cristo Arts Center in Pueblo, Colorado, the
Turner Carroll Gallery in Santa Fe, DC Moore Gallery and Midtown Payson
Galleries in New York, the Santa Fe East Gallery, and Caixa de Barcelona in
Sala Lloret, Spain.

Bessie Boris
Born in Johnstown, Pennsylvania in 1917, Bessie Boris attended the Pratt
Institute and the Art Students League, where she studied with George Grosz
and Vaclav Vytlacil. The Butler Institute of American Art awarded her first
prize for a painting she exhibited there in 1946, thus launching her career. She
also showed paintings at the Corcoran Gallery in Washington, DC, the
Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston, the Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts, and the American Academy of Arts and Letters in New York. In
1960 she had her first solo exhibition at Cober Gallery in New York, where she
showed steadily through the 1960s. She had subsequent solo exhibitions at
Image Gallery in Stockbridge, Massachusetts and Katarina Perlow Gallery in
New York City. Paintings by Bessie Boris are in the collections of the Norfolk
Museum of Arts and Sciences in Norfolk, Virginia, the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, Slater Memorial Museum in Norwich, Connecticut,
and New York University.

Harvey Breverman, N.A.
In 2003 the College Art Association awarded the Distinguished Teaching of
Art Award to Harvey Breverman, who has been a faculty member of the art
department at the State University of New York at Buffalo since 1961, and
where he currently holds the title of SUNY Distinguished Professor. In their
announcement the CAA reported, “All aspects of Breverman’s professional life
are open to his students. He keeps in touch with forty-one years’ worth of
them, remembering them all. They have been to his home, met his family, and
are welcome participants in his intellectual life. He urges them to be productive
and to live large.”
Mr. Breverman graduated from Carnegie-Mellon University and earned an
M.F.A. from Ohio University in 1960. He has exhibited his work in numerous
galleries and museums around the world, and is included in many public collections including the Albright Knox Art Gallery, the Boston Public Library,
the British Museum, the Frederick R. Wiseman Art Museum at the University
of Minnesota, the Jewish Museum in New York, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the Museo Civico di Grafica in Brunico, Italy, the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, the National Academy of Design, the Quingdao Art Gallery in
the People’s Republic of China, and the Whitney Museum of American Art. In

1993 he was elected member of the National Academy of Design, which
awarded him two important prizes, the first Benjamin Altman Figure Painting
Prize in 1999, and the Adolph and Clara Obrig Prize in Painting in 2001.
In addition to his teaching responsibilities at Buffalo, Mr. Breverman has been
invited to be visiting artist/critic by Brigham Young University, the College of
William and Mary, Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Poland, the Maryland
Institute College of Art, the Montserrat College of Art, the Pont Aven School
of Art in France, the Ruskin School of Art at Oxford University in England, St.
Lawrence University, and the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. In 2001 he
was a participant, with writer Amos Oz and art critic Michael Kimmelman, in
the Dorit and Gerald Paul Lecture Series in Jewish Culture and the Arts for the
Indiana University Jewish Studies Program.
Mr. Breverman has received many awards including a Tiffany Foundation
Grant in 1962, a Netherlands Government Grant enabling him to become
Resident-Painter at the Royal Academy in Amsterdam in 1965, two National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowships, in 1974 and 1980, and two SpeicherHassam Fund Purchase Awards from the American Academy/National Institute
of Arts and Letters.

Charles Cecil
Since 1978 Charles H. Cecil has lived in Florence where he devotes his
time to portraiture, landscape and figure painting. He began teaching the
atelier method in 1983 and has since trained an international body of students. Mr. Cecil graduated with honors in Classics and Art History from
Haverford College before enrolling in graduate studies at Yale. He then
received grants from the Greenshields Foundation to study painting with
R. H. Ives Gammell in Boston and Richard F. Lack in Minneapolis. A fellowship from the Stacey Foundation enabled Mr. Cecil to paint landscapes
in Europe. He has twice received major awards at the National Academy
of Design in New York: the Hallgarten Prize for oil painting and the
Altman Prize for landscape. His portrait work is represented in numerous
international collections, including the American Philosophical Society
and Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia. Mr. Cecil is listed in Who’s
Who in America and Who’s Who in American Art.

Timothy J. Clark

El Paso, Texas, and the Farnsworth Art Museum in Rockland, Maine. He
is the recipient of the William A. Paton Award from the National Academy
of Design (2000) and the President’s Award from the National Arts Club’s
Members Show (2003).

Chuck Close, N.A.
Considered one of the 50 most influential people in the art world today by
ArtNews, Chuck Close is about as well known an American artist as exists
today. His work hangs in the world’s most important museums. In 1998 he
was the subject of a retrospective exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York, and in 2004 the Metropolitan Museum of Art mounted Chuck
Close Prints: Process and Collaboration.
Mr. Close graduated from the University of Washington in 1962 and entered
the graduate program at Yale. Up until that time he had been painting in an
expressive abstract style, influenced by the work of Willem de Kooning, but at
Yale, in search of his own voice, he started using photographs. In a process he
called “knitting,” he imposed a grid upon large-frame Polaroid pictures of his
models, and then transferred the image onto canvas with paint, a process somewhat akin to the dot system of the photo-mechanical printing process. By the
decade of the 1970s he was producing enormous iconic portraits, and achieving
an international reputation for making a traditional art form, portraiture, aesthetically relevant to contemporary minimalist, pop, and photorealist expressions.
In 1988 Mr. Close suffered a spinal injury that caused paralysis. Over time he
has regained some movement in his upper arm, and developed a new way of
painting. “I saw that each grid was in fact a tiny painting. I thought about
making little teeny paintings. I’ll paint in my lap little two-inch paintings
backed with Velcro and then they’ll all go together on the wall like a big jigsaw
puzzle. It will eventually build a big picture.”* His subsequent paintings were
softer and much more colorful. “This was the path I had been on,” he said,
“this dissolution of the image. I realized that all I had done was to catch up in
my work with where I had been.”*
* Artist interview with Jon Mormor in “Close Call: The 1997 UW Alumnus Summa Laude Dignatus
Was a Pioneer in Photorealism and Survived a Spinal Blood Clot to Paint Again.” In University of
Washington News, June, 1997, at www.washington.edu, Chuck Close, Part Four.

Jacob Collins

Timothy Clark earned a degree from the Chouinard Art Institute in 1972,
and the California Institute of the Arts in 1975. By 1977 his work was
noticed and championed by Millard Sheets. Mr. Clark established a presence in New York City and taught at the Art Students League and the
National Academy of Design School. During this time he developed longstanding friendships with Everett Raymond Kinstler and Will Barnet. He
currently divides his time between New York, California, and Maine.

Born and raised in New York City, Jacob Collins earned a B.A. from Columbia
College and began studying painting at the New York Studio School, the New
York Academy of Art, and the Art Students League. Much of his training came
from copying paintings in museums. He also studied at the Ecole Albert Defois
in the Loire Valley in France. He has taught at the New York Academy of Art
and the National Academy School of the Fine Arts in New York. In 1997 he
founded the Water Street Atelier in Brooklyn.

In 1989 Mr. Clark received an Emmy nomination for his work on the
PBS-TV series, “Focus on Watercolor.”

Mr. Collins is represented by Hirschl & Adler Modern in New York. He has
also exhibited his paintings at John Pence Gallery in San Francisco and
Meredith Long in Houston. He was invited to participate in Re-Presenting
Representation in 1995, at the Arnot Art Museum in Elmira, New York. He is
also an accomplished portrait artist and counts among his commissions
President George Bush and former Chief Justice Warren E. Burger. In 1994
Mr. Collins was awarded the Isaac N. Maynard Prize for portraiture from the
National Academy of Design. He has also received grants from the Yaddo
Foundation and the Leighton Foundation in Alberta, Canada.

Paintings by Mr. Clark have been exhibited at the Butler Institute of
American Art, the Worcester Art Museum, the National Academy of
Design and the National Arts Club. He has had a solo exhibition at the
Bowers Museum of Cultural Art in Santa Ana, California. His work is in
the permanent collections of the National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian
Institution, the City Museum of New York, the El Paso Museum of Art in
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Matthew Collins
Matthew Collins was born in Oak Park, Illinois, in 1970. After graduating
with a B.A. in Art and Architectural History from the University of Chicago, he
attended the School of the Art Institute of Chicago where he focused on drawing,
etching and sculpture. He also completed numerous copies from the Institute’s
collection, including works by Ingres, Corot, Manet, Whistler, and Sargent.
In 1994 Mr. Collins traveled to Florence to study at the Charles H. Cecil
Studios where he is now principal assistant to Charles Cecil. In addition to
teaching painting and drawing, Mr. Collins lectures on pictorial composition
and researches the techniques and materials of Renaissance and Baroque painting.

Ken Davies
Born and raised in New Bedford, Ken Davies studied painting at the
Massachusetts School of Art before joining the Army. Upon his discharge he
entered Yale and received a B.F.A. from Yale School of Art in 1950. While there
he explored his fascination with 19th century still life painters William Harnett
and John Haberle, and wrote his thesis on the history of trompe l’oeil painting.
In the 1950s in New York, Abstract Expressionism was in and quiet, meticulously-painted still lifes were about as out as one could get. Still, Davies
received support and encouragement from Lincoln Kirstein who was associated
with Hewett Gallery in New York, and Alfred Frankenstein who featured
Davies in his book After the Hunt: William Harnett and Other American Still
Life Painters (1953). Davies joined a small coterie of realist painters, including
Paul Cadmus, Andrew Wyeth and Robert Vickery, but unlike the others, he
specialized in trompe l’oeil.
In 1953 Davies joined the faculty of the Paier School of Art in Hamden,
Connecticut, where he helped design a curriculum with strong emphasis on
developing traditional skills of drawing, painting and composition. Over the
next forty years, until his retirement in 1991, he taught and influenced hundreds of students. Davies has exhibited paintings in major museums across the
nation, including the Yale University School of Art, the Whitney Museum of
American Art, the Toledo Museum of Art, the Detroit Institute of Arts,
Cleveland Institute of Art, Carnegie Mellon, and the California Palace of the
Legion of Honor. His work is in many major collections including the
Brandywine River Museum, the Detroit Institute of Arts, the New Bedford
Whaling Museum, the New Britain Museum, the Smithsonian Institution, and
the Wadsworth Athenaeum.

William R. Davis
Largely self taught, William Davis studied the work of American luminists
such as Martin Johnson Heade and Fitz Hugh Lane in developing his own
style. In 1987 he had a solo exhibition at the Mystic Maritime Gallery in
Mystic, Connecticut, which has bestowed upon him two Awards of Excellence
in 1989 and 1999. He has exhibited paintings at the Copley Society of Boston,
the Haggin Museum in Stockton, California, John Pence Gallery in San
Francisco, the Sharon Arts Center in Peterborough, New Hampshire, and Tree’s
Place on Cape Cod. Mr. Davis’ work was included in The New American
Luminists Revisit the American Landscape and William Davis, Donald Demers
and Joseph McGurl Paint Northern California at Tree’s Place, The Romance of the
Sea at the St. Botolph Club in Boston, and Land of the Free, Home of the Brave
at the Cahoon Museum in Cotuit, Massachusetts.
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Donald Demers
Donald Demers’ interest in marine painting can be traced to childhood summers on the coast of Maine, and summers spent crewing schooners and squareriggers. Predominantly self-taught, he attended the School of Worcester Art
Museum and Massachusetts College of Art in Boston. He has exhibited his
work widely and has won eleven awards from the Mystic Marine International
Exhibitions in Mystic, Connecticut. Mr. Demers also paints landscapes and has
won both an Honorable Mention and a Silver Medal from the Laguna Plein
Air Painters Invitation Show in 2001 and 2002. He is a fellow of the American
Society of Marine Artists and a member of the Guild of Boston Artists.

Vincent Desiderio
Born in Philadelphia, Vincent Desiderio received a B.A. in Fine Art and
Art History from Haverford College and attended classes at the Academia
di Belle Arti in Florence, Italy. In 1983 he earned a Four-Year Certificate
from the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, where he now teaches.
He has received many prestigious awards including a Pollock-Krasner
Foundation Grant, a National Endowment for the Arts Grant, and Grand
Prize of the S.A.S. Prince Rainier III, Thirtieth Annual Show of
Contemporary Art in Monte-Carlo, Monoco.
Mr. Desiderio has had solo exhibitions at the Greenville Museum in
Greenville, South Carolina, the Queens Museum in New York, the
Metropolitan State College of Denver, Center for the Visual Arts in
Denver, and the Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery at Haverford College, as well as
at Lang & O’Hara Gallery and Marlborough Gallery, both in New York
City. His work has been included in many important shows, including
Morality Tales: History Painting in the 1980s organized by the Grey Art
Gallery of New York University (1987), Kunst der Letzen 10 Jahre at the
Museum Moderner Kunst in Vienna (1989), New Generations, New York at
the Carnegie Mellon Art Gallery in Pittsburgh (1991), Reality Bites:
Realism in Contemporary Art at the Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art
& Design in Kansas City (1996) and The Perception of Appearance at the
Frye Art Museum in Seattle (2003).
Paintings by Mr. Desiderio are in the permanent collections of the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, the Galarie Sammlung
Ludwig in Aachen, Germany, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Montreal Museum of Art, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, and the Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Adam Forfang
A native of the San Francisco Bay area, Adam Forfang graduated from the
Academy of Art College in San Francisco and won major prizes in three of the
Academy Exhibitions, of 1999, 2000 and 2001. Mr. Forfang had a solo exhibition at John Pence Gallery in San Francisco in 2002, and has continued to
show paintings at John Pence. In 2002 he was featured on the cover of
Southwest Art, and in the article of that same issue, “21 under 31”.

Iona Fromboluti
Iona Fromboluti received a B.F.A. from the Tyler College of Fine Art, where
she studied with John Moore. Currently she is an Associate Professor at the
School of Art and Design at the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York.
Ms. Fromboluti has had solo exhibitions at the More Gallery in Philadelphia,
Carspecken-Scott Gallery in Wilmington, Hub Gallery at Moravian College in
Bethlehem, PA, Gross McCleaf Gallery in Philadelphia, and, most recently,
Denise Bibro Fine Art in New York. She has also exhibited paintings at the
Elsie B. Rosefsky Memorial Art Gallery at the State University of New York at
Binghamton, the National Academy of Design in New York, the Pratt Institute
in Brooklyn and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. Ms. Fromboluti
has received awards from the Cheltenham Art Center in Philadelphia, and the
Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture in Skowhegan, Maine, and her
work has been reviewed in Art In America, Philadelphia Inquirer, American
Artist and many other important publications. Her work is in the permanent
collections of the Butler Institute of American Art in Youngstown, Ohio, the
Asheville Art Museum in Asheville, North Carolina, and, in Philadelphia, the
Woodmere Art Museum and the Pew Charitable Trust.

Byron Geigel
Byron Geigel attended the Butera School of Art in Boston and the Art Students
League in New York. From 1971 to 1972 he attended classes at the Frei Academie
at the Hague in the Netherlands. In 1996 he was in residence at the Johnson Art
Colony in Johnson, Vermont.
Mr. Geigel has exhibited paintings at the National Academy of Art and the New
York Academy of Science in New York and the Shelburne Museum in Shelburne,
Vermont. He has also shown work in Atlanta, Georgia, at Artvue Salon, Scott Art
and Antique, and the Pride of Dixie Gallery, and in Shelburne, Vermont, at
Furchgott & Sourdiffe Gallery and Elaine Beckwith Gallery.

Stanley Goldstein
Born and raised in Los Angeles, Stanley Goldstein studied painting in London
in a private tutorial with fellow Californian Martin Lubner and attended
evening classes at St. Martin’s School of Art. He graduated with a B.A. from
the University of California at Santa Barbara in 1976, and was awarded a fellowship at the Yale Summer School of Art and Music. Mr. Goldstein has held
teaching positions at the San Francisco Art Institute, the University of
California at Santa Barbara’s College of Creative Studies, Idyllwild Arts in
Southern California, and the Academy of Sciences in San Francisco.
Mr. Goldstein has exhibited paintings on both coasts, in museums including the
California Palace of the Legion of Honor Museum of San Francisco, the Triton
Museum of Art in Santa Clara, the Monterey Peninsula Museum of Art, and the
Albright Knox Gallery in Buffalo. He has had solo exhibitions at the George
Billis Gallery in Chelsea in New York City, the Hackett-Freedman Gallery in San
Francisco, Carolyn J. Roy Gallery in New York with Martin Lubner, Erickson &
Elins Gallery in San Francisco, Jeremy Stone Gallery in San Francisco, the
Caplan Gallery in Santa Monica, and the Shasta College in Redding, California,
and his work has been shown at the Bowery Gallery in New York, the Tatistcheff
Gallery in Santa Monica, the Robert Kidd Gallery in Detroit. Mr. Goldstein’s
work is included in the permanent collection of the Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco’s prestigious Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts. Last spring
Mr. Goldstein was featured on the June 2003 cover of Art and Antiques.

June Grey
June Grey studied art at the Montserrat School of Visual Art in the early
1970s, and enrolled in the University of Maine at Orono in 1990. That same
year she had a solo exhibition at Art Etcetera in Orono, and has since exhibited
paintings in Orono at the University of Maine, in Portland at the Gallery at
Six Deering Street and the Thomas Moser Gallery, and in Bangor at the Clark
House Gallery.
Specializing in miniature painting, Ms. Grey has been featured in exhibitions
of the Miniature Art Society of Florida and the Miniature Juried Art Show at
El Dorado Gallery in Colorado Springs, Colorado. She has also shown works at
the International Miniature Art Shows at Seaside Art Gallery in Nags Head,
North Carolina, and the International Exhibition of Fine Art Miniatures for
the Miniature Painter, Sculptors and Gravors Society of Washington, DC.

Philip Hale, A.N.A.
Philip Hale was fifth of nine children born in in 1865 to prominent Unitarian
minister and writer, Edward Everett Hale and his wife Emily. As a young man
he found it difficult to contend with his father’s reputation and early on he
worked hard to distinguish himself as an artist. He entered Museum School in
1883, studied at the Art Students League, and traveled to Paris to study at the
Académie Julian and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. In 1888 he spent the summer
at Giverny, where he adapted an impressionist style in his landscape paintings.
After a second trip to France in 1890 and a trip to England in 1891, Hale settled in Boston and became instructor of antique drawing at the Museum
School and opened a studio on St. Botolph Street. He married artist Lilian
Westcott in 1901 and together they took studios at Fenway Studios right after
it opened. Following the birth of their daughter, Lilian moved her studio to
their home in Dedham while Philip continued to work in Fenway Studios producing portraits, figural works and landscapes.
Hale’s greatest contribution to artistic life in Boston was his role as a teacher
and critic. Together with Edmund Tarbell and Frank Benson, Hale worked to
develop the most prestigious art school in the country at the time. In addition
to his duties at the Museum School, he taught art history at Boston University,
lectured at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, and gave studio classes at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
His studio was a haven for students who sought criticism and advice on painting. Hale wrote critical reviews on art and aesthetics for Boston newspapers
and in 1913 he published the first American text on the Dutch artist Vermeer.
He was a founding member of the Guild of Boston Artists and also belonged
to the Boston Art Club, the St. Botolph Club and the Philadelphia Art Club.

Charles Hawthorne, N.A.
The son of a ship captain, Charles Hawthorne was born in 1872, and raised in
Richmond, Maine. He moved to New York City in about 1890, and worked
on the docks and then in a stained-glass factory. He studied at the Art Students
League from 1893 to 1895 with Frank Vincent Du Mond, George de Forest
Brush, and H. Siddons Mowbray. In 1896 Hawthorne attended William
Merritt Chase’s Shinnecock Hills Summer School of Art. He formed a close
relationship with Chase, and helped found and manage the Chase School of
Art (later called the New York School of Art and today known as Parsons
School of Design). After traveling to Holland in 1898 Hawthorne established
the Cape Cod School of Art in Provincetown, Massachusetts, where he taught
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every summer from 1899 to 1930, except 1907 and 1929, when he was
abroad. He resided in New York during the winters.
Hawthorne is best remembered today for his portraits of New Englanders,
many being hardworking people of humble origins involved in the fishing
industry. Like his own teacher, William Merritt Chase, he suggested his sitters’
complex personalities and strong characters through portraiture. Hawthorne
tended to work with a rich dark palette inspired both by Chase and by his
admiration for the Dutch portraiture of Franz Hals, and he developed a powerful brushwork technique, sometimes using a palette knife, to create simplified
forms. Throughout his long teaching career Hawthorne encouraged his students to pursue individualistic styles to embrace contemporary subject matter.
Hawthorne died in 1930.

Thomas Insalaco
Born and raised in Buffalo, Thomas Insalaco received a B.F.A. from the
State University of New York at Buffalo in 1968, where he worked with
Harvey Breverman. In 1970 he graduated with an M.F.A. from the
Rochester Institute of Technology and joined the faculty of the Finger
Lakes Community College in Canandaigua, New York. He has recently
retired with the rank of Professor Emeritus of Art.
Mr. Insalaco is best known for his large-scale complex figural work. He
has received many awards, including the Butler Institute of American Art
Purchase Award in 1974, the Stedman Fund Purchase Award from the
National Drawing Exhibition at Rutgers University, the Ida Abrams Louis
Award for Painting from the Memorial Art Gallery in Rochester, New
York, and the Gertrude Herdle Moore/Isabel Herble Award from the
Memorial Art Gallery. He has exhibited paintings at the Arnot Art
Museum, the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, the Butler Institute of American
Art, the Cambridge Art Association, the Everson Museum of Art, and the
Munson Williams and Proctor Institute. Together with Stanley Taft and
Jerome Witkin, Mr. Insalaco was part of the exhibition Figurative Realism
— Narrative Painting at the Dowd Fine Arts Gallery in Cortland, New
York. Recent solo exhibitions have been held at the Memorial Art Gallery,
Oxford Gallery in Rochester, New York, and Wells College in Aurora,
New York.
Paintings by Mr. Insalaco are in many private and public collections including
the Butler Institute of American Art, the Eastman School of Music, Rutgers
University, and the Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester, New York.

Edgar Jerins
Born and raised in Lincoln, Nebraska, Edgar Jerins received a scholarship from
the Scholastic Art Awards to attend the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
at age eighteen. In his graduating year, 1980, he received a grant from the
Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation and moved to Los Angeles where he began
his artistic career. He won the Los Angeles Bicentennial Student Award in
1981 and established himself as a portrait painter. Mr. Jerins has since moved
back to the east coast and in 1997 won the Nathaniel Burwash Artist Award
from the Copley Society in Boston.
In 2001 Mr. Jerins began a series of large scale narrative drawings that
have won four awards: in 2001, the E. D. Foundation Grant; in 2002, the
George Sugarman Foundation Grant; in 2003 the Elizabeth Foundation
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for the Arts Grant; and in 2004, the Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant.
Mr. Jerins’ work was featured on the cover of the May, 2003 issue of
American Artist Magazine, and in an article in the same issue entitled
“Narrative Noir” by Michael J. Burlingham. A drawing of his, Tommy Tells
a Story, has just been included in a leading international textbook on art
entitled Drawing From Life, 3rd Edition (2004).
Work by Mr. Jerins has been included in many important shows including
Re-presenting Representation VI at the Arnot Art Museum in Elmira, New
York, A Decade of Perception at the Frye Art Museum in Seattle, Magic
Visions at the Arkansas Art Center in Little Rock, and Fifteen Exposures at
the 33rd Street Armory in New York City. He has exhibited paintings at
the Heckscher Museum in Huntington, New York, and the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts, and has had solo exhibitions at the Latvian
Foreign Art Museum in Riga, Latvia, Tatistcheff Gallery in New York, the
Museum of Nebraska Art at Kearney, Nebraska in 2003, and the Payne
Gallery, Moravian College in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania in 2004, and is
scheduled to have a second solo show at Tatistcheff in the spring of 2004.

Luise Kaish, N.A.
Luise Kaish received her B.F.A. and M.F.A. from Syracuse University, and
also studied at the Escuela de Pintura y Escultura in Mexico City. She
began her career as a sculptor, and showed her work at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art, and the Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York. She was given solo exhibitions at the
Minnesota Museum of Art, the Memorial Art Gallery in Rochester, New
York, the Jewish Museum, and Staempfli Gallery in New York.
Ms. Kaish was professor of sculpture at Columbia University from 1980 to
1993. She has been resident artist at the Hopkins Center at Dartmouth
College, the University of Washington in Seattle, and Haifa University in
Israel. She has received many prestigious prizes during her long and distinguished career including the Guggenheim Fellowship in Creative
Sculpture, the Louis Comfort Tiffany Grant in Creative Sculpture, and the
Rome Prize Fellowship in Sculpture from the American Academy in Rome.

Morton Kaish, N.A.
Morton Kaish studied at Syracuse University, the Academy de la Grande
Chaumiere in Paris, the Instituto d’Arte in Florence, and the Accademie
delle Belle Arti in Rome. He has taught at the Fashion Institute of
Technology, State University of New York and the Art Students League,
and has been visiting professor at Dartmouth College, the University of
Haifa in Israel, Queens College, Boston College, and Columbia
University. In 1987 Mr. Kaish was appointed New York State University
Faculty Exchange Scholar.
In 1953 Mr. Kaish was represented in Young American Printmakers at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York, and his work has been included in
numerous shows since then. He has had solo exhibitions at important
museums including the Art Institute of Chicago, the Whitney Museum of
American Art, the American Institute of Arts and Letters, the Minneapolis
Museum of Art, the Springfield Museum of Art, the Taft Museum of Art in
Cincinnati, and United States Information Agency in Jerusalem. He has been
represented by Staempfli Gallery and Hollis Taggart Galleries in New York.

Ben Kamihira, N.A.
Ben Kamihira was born on a farm in Yakima, Washington. After the bombing
of Pearl Harbor he and his family were sent to a relocation center and later to
eastern Oregon to work as farm laborers. He was then inducted into the army
and served with the distinguished Japanese American 442nd Regimental
Combat team in Italy. Upon his discharge, he spent a year at the Art Institute
at Pittsburgh before enrolling in the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
During his four years there he felt he had found a home. The Fellowship of the
Academy purchased one of his pictures and donated it to the permanent collection of the Academy, and after graduation Kamihira joined the faculty, where
he taught for the next 25 years.
In 1956 Mr. Kamihira traveled to Spain on a Guggenheim Grant, and he subsequently spent much of his adult life there. Although his work was highly
sought after, Mr. Kamihira shied away from publicity and later in life exhibited
paintings only rarely. His pictures are in the permanent collections of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the
American Academy of Arts and Letters, the Brooklyn Museum, the Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden, the Detroit Institute of Arts, the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts, and the Woodmere Art Museum.
Mr. Kamihira died on February 25, 2004.

Everett Raymond Kinstler, N.A.
Everett Raymond Kinstler was born in New York City and began his
career at age 16 drawing comic books: Zorro, Hawkman, The Shadow,
work that influenced the pop art school. He created covers for books and
produced hundreds of magazine, pulp and book illustrations. He studied
at the Art Students League and the National Academy of Design School in
New York City, where he currently teaches. For over 50 years he has
devoted time to painting landscapes, figures and interiors.
Mr. Kinstler made the transition to portraitist and soon established himself as one of the nation’s foremost portrait painters. Among his more than
500 portraits are such well known personalities as Tony Bennett, Carol
Burnett, Peter O’Toole, James Cagney, Betty Ford, Gene Hackman,
Katharine Hepburn, Lady Bird Johnson, Paul Newman, Gregory Peck,
John Wayne; astronauts Alan Shepard and Scott Carpenter; Supreme Court
Justices Harry Blackmun and Ruth Bader Ginsburg; writers Tennessee
Williams and Tom Wolfe; sports figures Arthur Ashe and Byron Nelson;
six U.S. Governors; four U.S. Secretaries of State; and the presidents of
colleges and universities, including Brown, Harvard, Princeton, Smith,
Wellesley, Williams, and Yale. Five U.S. Presidents have posed for him:
Nixon, Ford, Reagan, Bush, and Clinton. His portraits of Ford and Reagan
are the official White House portraits. Mr. Kinstler has painted more than
50 U.S. cabinet officers, more than any artist in the country’s history.
Mr. Kinstler has been awarded two honorary doctorates, by Rollins College in
1983 and the Lyme Academy College of Art in 2002. The National Portrait
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, has acquired more than
50 of his works for its permanent collection. He is represented in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Brooklyn Museum, and the Butler Institute of American
Art, among others. In 1999 Mr. Kinstler received the Copley Medal from the
National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, the highest award the gallery
bestows on a portrait artist. His memberships include Academician, (N.A.)

National Academy of Design; American Watercolor Society, and the Hall of
Fame, Pastel Society of America.

Nancy Lawton
Born in Gilroy, California, Nancy Lawton received a B.A. from California
State University at San Jose and her M.F.A. in printmaking from the
Massachusetts College of Art in 1980. She was awarded the Mellon
Foundation Scholarship for The Drawing Center in New York in 1982,
and received a New York State Creative Artists grant the following year. In
1989 she was an artist-in-residence at Noble and Greenough School in
Dedham, Massachusetts.
In 1983 Ms. Lawton had a solo exhibition of drawings at the Brooklyn
Museum of Art, and the influential curator of prints and drawings there,
Gene Baro, purchased eight of her works for the museum’s permanent
collection. Ms. Lawton’s drawings are also in the collections of the Art
Institute of Chicago, the Arkansas Art Center, and the Smithsonian
American Art Museum in Washington, DC.
Ms. Lawton has exhibited works at the Arnot Art Museum in Elmira, New
York, the Hunt Institute for Botanical Representation at Carnegie Mellon
University, the National Academy of Design, the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, and Staempfli Gallery, Victoria Munroe Gallery, and
Hirschl & Adler Modern in New York City. She has had solo exhibitions
at the Villa Montalvo Center for the Arts in Saratoga, California, the
Richard Sumner Gallery in Palo Alto, the Redding Museum in Redding,
California, and the Picker Art Gallery at Colgate University in Hamilton,
New York.

Michael Lewis
Michael H. Lewis earned a M.A. in Fine Arts from Michigan State
University in 1964. In 1975 he received an M.F.A. in painting from the
State University College in New Paltz, New York. Mr. Lewis has been teaching at the University of Maine since 1966, achieving full professorship and
serving as Chairperson of the Art Department and Acting Associate Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Paintings by Mr. Lewis have been included in exhibitions around the country and as far away as Japan. He has exhibited work at the Colby College
Museum of Art in Waterville, Maine, the DeCordova Museum in Lincoln,
Massachusetts, the Fogg Art Museum at Harvard University, and the
Portland Museum of Art in Portland, Maine; and has had solo exhibitions at
the Uptown Gallery in New York City, Steven Scott Gallery in Baltimore,
Aucocisco Gallery in Portland, Maine, and the University of Maine Museum
of Art in Orono, Maine. He is represented in numerous private and corporate collections, and the collections of the Albertina Museum in Vienna,
Colby College, the Fogg Art Museum, the Portland Museum of Art, the
University of Maine, the University of Missouri/St. Louis, and the
University of Southern Maine Art Gallery.

James Linehan
James Linehan lives and works in Bangor, Maine. Born in Melbourne, Florida
in 1953, he was raised in North Easton, Massachusetts, Lewiston, New York,
and Tempe, Arizona. After receiving a B.F.A. in Painting at Arizona State
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University in 1974, he continued his studies at the University of WisconsinMadison where he earned an M.A. in painting in 1976 and an M.F.A. in 1978.
Prior to moving to Maine in 1983 he taught for five years at St. Andrews College
in North Carolina. He is now a Professor of Art at the University of Maine.
Mr. Linehan has exhibited his work regularly at a number of galleries including
Sherry French Gallery, New York, N.Y. His work has been included in over one
hundred group shows and twenty solo shows in the past fifteen years. He has
completed twenty public commissions, including fifteen for the Maine Arts
Commission Percent For Art Project, and is represented in thirty public and
corporate collections.

Martin Lubner
Martin Lubner has been painting in a vigorous, realist manner for over fifty
years. Educated at UCLA, he was included in Artists of LA & Vicinity at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art in 1965. He has taught at UCLA, the
University of California Extension, the University of Southern California, and
the College of Creative Studies at UC Santa Barbara. During the 1970s he and
his family lived in London, and he taught at the Royal College of Art in 1975.
Mr. Lubner has had a solo exhibition at the University Art Gallery of
Pepperdine University in Malibu, and a two-person show at the Pasadena Art
Museum. With his wife, Lorraine Lubner, also a painter, he is an active member of the First Independent Gallery (FIG) in Los Angeles, where he has exhibited work regularly to the present day. He has also shown at Ceeje Gallery and
the Fleischer-Anhalt Gallery in Los Angeles, Roko Gallery in New York, and
Crane Kalman Gallery in London, England.
Paintings by Mr. Lubner are in the Albany Junior College Museum in Albany,
New York, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles, the Museum of
Modern Art in Israel, the Orange County Museum in Newport Harbor,
California, and the Neuberger Museum in Purchase, New York. The London
Contemporary Arts Council of Great Britain purchased a work by Mr. Lubner
for the Tate Gallery in London, which is now on loan to the Kettering
Museum in Kettering, England.

Joseph McGurl
Joseph McGurl’s first and most influential teacher was his father, muralist
James McGurl. He studied with Ralph Rosenthal at the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston and graduated from the Massachusetts College of Art with a dual
degree in art and education. He also studied privately in England and Italy, and
with Robert Cormier in Boston.
Mr. McGurl has exhibited paintings in galleries in Boston, New York, and San
Francisco. He is a member of the Guild of Boston Artists and a Copley Master
with the Copley Society in Boston, and he has received top awards from both
organizations. He has had solo exhibitions at the Cape Museum of Fine Arts
and the Cahoon Museum of American Art, both on Cape Cod, and the St.
Botolph Club in Boston.
An avid sailor, Mr. McGurl worked as yacht captain sailing throughout the
East Coast and the Caribbean. Today he continues to cruise the coast of New
England with his wife and children aboard their Down East cruiser Atelier,
which he uses as a floating studio.
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Janet McKenzie
Janet McKenzie studied painting at the Art Students League in New York and
worked as an artist’s model, where, she says, she learned from experience “how
important it is to honor one’s subject and to be grateful for their contribution
of the image.” She was awarded the Edward McDowell Traveling Scholarship
and spent a year traveling in Europe. In 1973 she had her first solo exhibition
of work at the Art Students League. Ms. McKenzie has received five grants and
awards from the Vermont Arts Council. In 1999 her painting, Jesus of the
People, won first prize in the National Catholic Reporter’s Competition and in
2000 she won an award from the National League of American Pen Women in
Washington, DC.
Ms. McKenzie has exhibited paintings at the Arnot Art Museum in Elmira,
New York, the Brattleboro Museum and the Fleming Museum in Vermont, the
Washington Theological Union in Washington, DC, Visions Gallery in Albany,
and the National Academy of Design in New York. She has had solo exhibitions
in Vermont at Peel Gallery of Fine Art, the Woodstock Gallery of Art, the
Southern Vermont Art Center, the Helen Day Art Center, and the Cathedral
Church of St. Paul in Burlington. She has also had solo exhibitions at the J.
Voorhees Gallery in Sarasota, Florida, the Scheele Fine Art Gallery in
Cleveland, Ohio, Principle Gallery in Alexandria, Virginia, the National
Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland, the University of Dayton in
Dayton, Ohio, the Good Hands Gallery in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and the
Pope John Paul II Cultural Center in Washington, DC.

Melville McLean
Trained in drawing and color field painting, Melville McLean is one of a small,
distinguished group of photographers who produce large-scale images of complex spaces. He was born and raised in Ontario, educated at York University in
Toronto, and has exhibited his work at the University of Maine at Orono
Museum of Art, the Maine Coast Artists show in Rockport, the Portland
Museum of Art in Portland, Maine, the University of Maine at Presque Isle,
the Farnsworth Art Museum, and Stark Gallery and Alexandre Gallery in New
York City.

John Moore
John Moore received a B.F.A. from Washington University in 1966 and an
M.F.A. from Yale University in 1968. He taught at the Tyler School of Art at
Temple University for the next twenty years, and has also taught at Boston
University and the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture.
Mr. Moore was included in Real, Really, Super Real at the San Antonio
Museum of Art in 1981, Contemporary American Realism Since 1960 at the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in 1982, and American Realism, the
Precise Image that traveled to Tokyo, Osaka and Yokohama in 1986. He has
had numerous solo exhibitions at Hirschl & Adler Modern. He is the subject
of Inventing Reality: the Paintings of John Moore published by Hudson Hills
Press in 1996.

Daniel Morper
Daniel Morper was educated at the University of Notre Dame in liberal arts
and at Columbia in law. While he took occasional art studio courses while
attending those universities, and also painted at the Corcoran Museum of Art,
he considers himself to be primarily self taught. He exhibited paintings in
Washington, DC, and New York City, and has been included in many important exhibitions including Contemporary Romantic Landscape Painting at the
Orlando Museum of Art in 1986, the 1987 Biennial at the New Mexico
Museum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe, Green Woods and Crystal Waters: The
American Landscape Tradition at the Philbrook Museum of Art in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, New Art of the West at the Rockwell Museum of Art in Corning,
New York, and Re-Presenting Representation at the Arnot Art Museum in
Elmira, New York.
Mr. Morper has had solo exhibitions at the Canton Art Institute in Canton,
Ohio, the Snite Museum of Art at Notre Dame in Indiana, Tatistcheff &
Company in New York City, the Evansville Museum of Arts and Science at
Evansville, Indiana, and LewAllen Contemporary in Santa Fe. His paintings are
in numerous private collections, and public collections including the Cleveland
Museum of Art, the Indianapolis Museum of Art, the Minneapolis Institute of
Art, Fort Wayne Museum of Art, the Snite Museum of Art, the Philbrook
Museum of Art and the Eiteljorg Museum of Art.

John Morra
John Morra received a B.F.A. from the University of Santa Barbara and an
M.F.A. from the Graduate School of Figurative Art at the New York Academy
of Art in 1991. He has taught painting at the New York Academy of Art and
Queens College, and in 1997 joined Jacob Collins at the Water Street Atelier
in Brooklyn. Mr. Morra is currently an instructor at the Seattle Realist
Academy in Seattle, Washington.
Mr. Morra has exhibited paintings at the Katonah Museum in Katonah, New York,
Amerson Gallery, Noble Gallery and Del Cerro Gallery in San Diego, and
Grenning Gallery in Sag Harbor. He has had solo exhibitions at John Pence Gallery
in San Francisco and is represented by Hirschl & Adler Modern in New York.

Carol Mothner
Although she has lived and worked in Santa Fe for nearly thirty years, Carol
Mothner grew up in Brooklyn, New York, and studied art at the Brooklyn
Museum School of Art, the Art Students League, Brooklyn College and the
School of the Visual Arts, all in New York.
Ms. Mothner has had solo exhibitions at the Frye Art Museum in Seattle and
the Evansville Museum of Arts, History and Science in Evansville, Indiana, as
well as at the Witkin Gallery in New York and Gerald Peters Gallery in Santa
Fe. Her work has been included in many exhibitions around the country,
including Re-Presenting Representation VI — The West at the Rockwell Museum
of Western Art in Corning, New York, and Re-Presenting Representation V at the
Arnot Art Museum in Elmira, New York, Quiet Traces at the Mt. San Antonio
College in Walnut, California, Women, Women, Women: Artists, Icons, Objects at
the Greenville Country Museum of Art in Greenville, South Carolina, The Still
Life Revisited at the Evansville Museum of Arts and Sciences, and Setting the
Stage at the Eiteljorg Museum in Indianapolis, Indiana. She has also shown at
John Pence Gallery in San Francisco, and Tatistcheff Gallery and J. Cacciola
Gallery in New York City.

Work by Ms. Mothner is in the permanent collections of the Evansville
Museum of Arts, History and Sciences, the Frye Art Museum, the Greenville
County Museum of Art, the Indiana University Art Museum, the Museum of
Fine Arts, Museum of New Mexico, and the Snite Museum of Art, University
of Notre Dame.

Michael Shane Neal
Michael Shane Neal received a B.A. from David Lipscomb University and continued his studies at the Santa Fe Institute of Fine Arts Master Artist Program.
He is currently under the tutelage of Everett Raymond Kinstler.
In 2001 Mr. Neal received the prestigious Grand Prize award from the Portrait
Society of America’s International Portrait Competition. His work is included in
private, corporate and institutional collections throughout the country, and
includes still life, landscape and genre paintings. Mr. Neal is an Exhibiting Artist
Member of the National Arts Club of New York City, the Allied Artists of
America, the Artist Fellowship of New York, and the Portrait Society of America.

Thea N. Nelson
Born in Minnesota, Thea N. Nelson spent much of her youth in Colorado and
in 1980 moved to Long Island in New York. She attended the Art Students
League, where she studied with Everett Raymond Kinstler, and the National
Academy of Design School in New York, and has studied privately with
Charles Movalli, Robert Wade, and Don Stone. Ms. Nelson’s paintings can be
found in private collections throughout the Unites States.

Elliot Offner
Elliot Offner received a B.F.A. and, in 1959, a M.F.A. from Yale University. In
1960 he joined the faculty at Smith College, where he was appointed Andrew
W. Mellon Professor of the Humanities in 1974. He has been a visiting artist at
Brandeis, Yale, the Royal College of Art in London, and various colleges at
Cambridge University. He is a life fellow at Clare Hall in Cambridge. This past
January he completed his term as president of the National Sculpture Society.
Sculpture by Mr. Offner is in the collections of many museums including the
Brooklyn Museum, the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, and the
Huntington Sculpture Garden, a part of Brookgreen Gardens on Pawleys
Island, South Carolina. His major public sculptures include works in
Minneapolis and Milwaukee, the Holocaust Memorial at the Cathedral Church
of St. John the Divine in New York, and the Memorial Relief Sculpture at the
Archaeological Museum in Samothrace, Greece. Mr. Offner has received many
honors during his long and distinguished career, including awards from the
Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation, the National Institute of Arts and Letters,
the National Council on the Arts and Humanities, and gold medals from the
National Sculpture Society and the National Academy of Design. He is represented in New York at Forum Gallery and in Boston by Vose Galleries.
Mr. Offner was named Master Wildlife Artist for 2003 by the Leigh Yawkey
Woodson Art Museum in Wausau, Wisconsin. Twelve of his sculptures and several
watercolors were exhibited in their annual Birds in Art exhibition in September of
2003. At present he is having a major exhibition of over forty sculptures at the
Smith College Museum of Art, which will close on August 8, 2004.
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Randall Sexton
Born and raised in Connecticut, Randall Sexton earned a B.F.A. in painting
from the University of Connecticut and has continued his studies with Ken
Auster, Bob Gerbracht, Michael Lynch, and Milt Kobayashi. From 1996 he has
taught at the San Francisco Academy of Art, and he teaches private classes in
landscape and still life.
Mr. Sexton has exhibited paintings at the Monterey Museum of Art, the
Riverside Museum in Irvine, California, and the Triton Museum in Santa
Clara, California, as well as at the Nancy Dodds Gallery in Carmel, California,
Firethorn Gallery in Palm Springs, the Carmel Art Association. He has had
numerous solo exhibitions at John Pence Gallery in San Francisco.

Millard Sheets, N.A.
Born in Pomona, California, in 1907, Millard Sheets and a small group of likeminded California painters came to be known as California Scene Painters, and
exerted a lasting influence upon subsequent generations of Western painters.
He is best remembered today for his mural projects and his paintings of the
West Coast landscape and urban poor.
Sheets enrolled in the Chouinard School of Art in Los Angeles, California,
graduated in 1929, and had his first solo exhibition at the Dalzell Hatfield
Galleries in Los Angeles. While in Paris from 1929 to 1930, studying with a
master printer, he met Henri Matisse. In 1932 he enrolled in Scripps College
in Claremont, California, and after graduation he established a fine arts
program there. He also taught at Claremont Graduate School.
During World War II, Sheets served as a war-time artist and journalist for Life
magazine, and was stationed on the Burma-India Front. Paintings from the
wartime featured somber tones. Sheets remarked of this time: “During the
fighting and the time I spent in the C-B-1 theater, I was too shaken and
intellectually stunned to do any complete paintings. I made many, many
sketches, though, as well as a real effort to remember each scene that particularly
affected me. Then, once I returned to America, I painted frantically, for
months, exorcising demons.”
In 1953 Sheets founded the Millard Sheets Designs Company, which designed
murals, mosaics, stained glass, and sculpture for private homes and public and
commercial businesses. He also was a technical advisor and designer for
Columbia Pictures. He was a member of the National Watercolor Society, the
American Watercolor Society, the National Academy of Design, the Society of
Motion Picture Art Directors, and the Century Association. His paintings are
in the collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, the White House, the Smithsonian Institution and many
other public and private collections. Millard Sheets died on March 31, 1989 in
Gualala, California.

Mary Sipp-Green
Mary Sipp-Green worked in the fashion industry for many years before turning
to painting in 1979. From 1982 to 1986 she apprenticed with Bessie Boris and
from 1985 to 1992 with Leo Garel. In 1990 she began exhibiting paintings at
Forum Gallery in New York. In 1992 she received the Adolf and Clara Obrig
Award in American Landscape Painting from the National Academy of Design
and her paintings have been included in several of the Academy’s juried exhibitions.
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She has exhibited work in Massachusetts at Arden Gallery in Boston, Cavalier
Gallery in Nantucket, the Granary Gallery on Martha’s Vineyard, and the
Norman Rockwell Museum in Stockbridge. Her work has also been shown at
Multiple Impressions Gallery in New York City and Hemphill Fine Arts in
Washington, DC. In 2005 Ms. Sipp-Green will have a solo exhibition at the
Museum of Art in Springfield, Massachusetts.

Don Stone, N.A.
Don Stone went to the Vesper George School in Boston and studied privately
with North Shore artist Paul Strisik. He taught at the Vesper George School
and now divides his time between homes in Exeter, New Hampshire, and
Monhegan Island in Maine.
Mr. Stone has had numerous solo exhibitions and has participated in international
exhibitions including the Royal Water Color Society in London. He has won
numerous awards including Top Honor Award in Watercolor from the Academic
Artists Association, the Robb Sagendorph Memorial Award from Yankee
Magazine, and the President’s Award from the National Arts Club. He is a full
member of the National Academy of Design, a Dolphin Fellow of the American
Watercolor Society, and a fellow of the American Society of Marine Artists.
Paintings by Mr. Stone are in numerous private collections, and the permanent
collections of Dartmouth College, Marietta College, the Mobile Art Museum,
the Peabody Maritime Museum, the Canton Art Institute, and the Cape Ann
Historical Society in Gloucester, Massachusetts

Polly Thayer (Starr)
Born in Boston in 1904, Polly Thayer (Starr) studied life drawing at the
Museum School, and then privately with Philip Hale. In 1924 she went to
Provincetown for a summer to study with Charles Hawthorne. She also trained
at Le Grand Chaumiere in Paris and at the Art Students League in New York
City. In 1929 Ms. Starr won the National Academy of Design’s prestigious
Julius Hallgarten Prize and the following year won a gold medal from the
Boston Tercentenary Art Exhibition.
Paintings by Ms. Starr have been exhibited in museums around the country
including the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the Corcoran Gallery of Art, the
Rhode Island School of Design, the National Academy of Design, the
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the New Britain Museum of American
Art, and the Fogg Museum of Harvard University. In addition, she has had
solo exhibitions at Wildenstein & Co. in New York, the Guild of Boston
Artists, Vose Galleries of Boston, the Copley Society of Boston, and the Boston
Public Library.

Michael Theise
Michael Theise studied painting at the Paier College of Art in Hamden,
Connecticut. He has received awards from the Connecticut Palette Society, the
Shoreline Alliance of the Arts, the New Haven Paint and Clay Club and the
Milford Fine Arts Council. In 1997 his work was selected for the Ken Davies
Invitational at Green Gallery in Guildford, Connecticut. In 1993 Mr. Theise
began showing regularly at Cooley Gallery in Old Lyme, Connecticut, and he
has also had solo exhibitions at Portland Place Gallery in Norwalk, the
Polytechnic Club in Hartford, and the St. Botolph Club in Boston.

Neil Welliver, N.A.
Born in Millville, Pennsylvania, Neil Welliver earned a B.A. from the
Philadelphia College of Art and an M.F.A. from Yale University in 1955.
He has taught at Cooper Union in New York, Swarthmore College, Yale
University and the University of Pennsylvania, and has frequently served
as visiting lecturer. Called “the finest landscape painter America has
produced” by U.S. Poet Laureate Mark Strand, Mr. Welliver has been
painting in the woods of Maine for the past thirty years with a disciplined
meditative approach. From an outline drawing of his subject, he begins
painting in the upper left hand corner of the canvas, and continues left to
right, top to bottom, until the canvas is completed.
Paintings by Mr. Welliver are in prominent collections across the country,
including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Baltimore
Museum of Art, the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the
Philadlephia Museum of Art, the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, and the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. He is currently represented
by Alexandre Gallery in New York.

George Wingate
George Wingate studied painting at the Art Students League and the New
School in New York. He met Will Barnet in the 1970s, but only studied
with him later, at Vermont College, where he earned a M.F.A., and he
worked privately with Dimitri Hadzi at Castle Hill in Truro,
Massachusetts. From 1985 to 1988 he taught at Parsons School of Design
in New York, and from 1989 to the present he teaches at Gordon College
in Wenham, Massachusetts.

Charles Yoder
Charles Yoder was born in Frankfurt, Germany, and raised in Maine. He
graduated from the University of Maine in 1969 and received a B.F.A. from
Pratt Institute in 1971. He has exhibited paintings at Leo Castelli and
Castelli Graphics in New York, the Hudson River Museum in Yonkers, New
York, the Philadelphia Art Alliance, Salander O’Reilly Gallery and Woodward
Gallery in New York. He has had solo exhibitions at Haenah Kent Gallery in
New York, the Contemporary International Museum of Art in Buford,
Georgia, and Woodward Gallery in New York. In 2002 Mr. Yoder was featured in the exhibition Natural Resources at the University of Maine
Department of Art Galleries, curated by Michael Lewis. In 2003 he had solo
exhibitions at New Jersey City University and Woodward Gallery.

Mark Zunino
Mark Zunino received a B.F.A from the Hartford Art School at the University
of Hartford in Connecticut, and an M.F.A. from the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst in 1998. In 2001 he was a lecturer in art at Smith
College, and he has led workshops at Boston University, the Rhode Island
School of Design, Tamarind Institute of Lithography in Albuquerque, and the
Zea Mays Non-Toxic Intaglio Studio in Florence, Massachusetts.
Mr. Zunino has exhibited work at the Boston University Art Gallery, the
Hunter Museum of Art in Chattanooga, Tennessee, the Stephen Gang Gallery
and Sherry French Gallery in New York City, the Thoreau Gallery at Franklin
Pierce College in Rindge, New Hampshire, the Flint Institute of Art in Flint,
Michigan, and Wm Baczek Fine Arts in Northampton, Massachusetts.

Mr. Wingate has received numerous awards, including the Emil Carlsen
Prize for Best Stiyll Life from the 173rd Annual Exhibition of the
National Academy of Design. He has exhibited paintings at the Butler Art
Institute in Youngstown, Ohio, the Museum of the City of New York and
the Albany Institute of History and Art. He has had solo exhibitions at the
Hudson River Gallery in Dobbs Ferry, New York, Parlatorio at the
Instituto San Ludovido in Oriento, Italy, Payson-Weisberg Gallery in New
York, Gordon College, The University of Rochester, John Pence Gallery in
San Francisco, Katonah Museum in Katonah, New York, and the Everson
Museum in Syracuse, New York. He has also shown paintings widely in
galleries in Massachusetts, New York, and Washington, DC.
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